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FOREWORD

In anticipation of an appropriate commemoration of a decade of service,
this Annual Report was to have been distinguished by a type-set, glossy document
replete with photographs. Instead, economic realities of federal recisions, and
the portent of reduced funding for FY 12, warrant austerity and discretion.

-Accordingly, resources originally contemplated for that purpose were utilized for
program improvement activities of another dissemination service.

The Institute haS benefitted from cooperation provided by the Offide of
Occupational and Continuing Education (word processor capability) and the
Center for Advanced Study. in Education (publication services) to enhance the
appearance of this document. The real testimony to ten years of services
however, is in thercontent of the Report. As will be seen .from the. activities
described for this year, and those cdmpilations for grouped periods of time, very
significant contributions have been made in a number of program improvement
areas.

As a component of the State's .Research Cdordinating Unit (RCU), the
Institute has engaged in research and misted activities which contributed to
Statewide comprehensive plans for program improvement. Additionally, federal
grants and contracts complemented those 'priorities.. Dissemination of the
results has also been an objective, and has been realized through individual
project reports, distribution of visual and print products, and presentations at
national, regional, and local meetings and workshops.

What follows, then, is a Deflection of activities, both currept and historical,
enabled through an instrumentality established ten years ago. While its
development has evidenced slight changes ,in character (maturation enabled
'certain reaches not anticipated initially), it has remaintrue to its goal of
serving occupational education through attention to State and federal priorities.
. -

Still greater changes can be anticipated for the future; with the effects of
modifications in federal, funding levels and patterns still uncertain, projections
are blurry. What can be assured is a continued commitment -on the part of the
director, staff, and the Center for Advanced Study in Education, CUNY to meet
the needs of occupational and ,continuing education constituents to the -full

extent of its abilities. It is-encouraging to know that certain fedeyal government
agencies, in `addition to the New York State EcMation Department, will continue
to provide partial support of Institute activities for the coming year.

5

Lee Cohen, Ph.D.
Director
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INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

ANNUAL REPORT iik0,
1980-1981

Institute for Reseztrch and Development in Occupational EdUCation,
VEA 1/53-81-703 toe

I. Overview

Administrative Support

In this fiscal year, IRDOE provided administrative support for a total of
sixteen prOjects and ancillary support for two additional ones. Five were federal
grants or contracts, and thirteen were State grants. Each of the projects,
reflected support of priorities described in the New York State Plan for
Occupational Education and, as a component of the State's RCU within the
Office of Occupational and Continuing Education, contributed to research and
related activities Complementing Statewide comprehensive plans for program
improvement and dissemination of the results of those efforts.

It may be appropriate here .to amplify the intent of such a structure. First,
beginning in 1963, it seemed that VEA monies were u ized, often, for "stand-
alone" projects applied for by individua s within inst utions eligible to receive
such funds. The projects were frequentf rbased upo biases or pet concerns of
the principal investigators (or the institution they represented), and may or may
not have been a part of a larger scheme. 'That is, although answering an I
immediate question or need, the relationship to other operations, locally or
statewide, was either ill-defined or non-eNistent. Further, "piecemeal" studies
often did not attend to the resolution of a problem; at best, they put bandaids on
wounds that would festers. In the absence of direction and continuit4
investments, while yielding some dividends, were not productive as they might
have been: Additionally, either because of delays in funding or mobility of
personnel in (or from) the institutions, projects often were not continued when
warrantee) or were alibrted when unwarranted.

In 1971 'the author discussed these and other matters with the Assistant
Commissioner for Occupational Education (the State Director of Vocational
Education under the VEA, legislation), and the Chief of the Bureau of
Occupational Education Research (Director of the RCU)., The result was a
projected instrumentality tat could:.

t
1. outreach for the SED to perform functions the Department could not

directly perform, either because of a lack of, or la4k.of 'time ofr".
personnel with special expertise, the travel availability of suetli
personnel, or the lack of cost-effectioveness."

-1-
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2. develop closer, relationships with LEA's fors more rapid responsiveness
to developmental needs as they arise.

3. perform theoretical and practical research on an ongoing basis for
agencies. °

4. develop appropriate liaisons with private agencies for activities that
benefit vocational education.

5. outreach for funding (e.g., private, federal) that the SED was not
eligible for, to enhance vocational education in the-State.

/ Although these broad-brush goals were verbalized; it was recognized that
specific objectiies would spell out many functions implied. It was hopedesibat
through a centralization of resources, various economies could be eff cted, and
that continuity of effort would protect earlier investments. Fin , by ,
"packaging" efforts,-research and'developmental activities could be dovetailed to-
complement earlier activities and contribute to a.meaningful

Over the ten years of its existence IRDOE not only dramatically pr.oved its
ability 'to achieve those goals but to broaden its activities. The expansion to
dissemination, public relations, and field services, for example, went beyond
implied objectives within the goal structure. Further, taking the lead in research
and developmental services on behalf of special needs populations- (e.g., the
handicapped and women), prior to the enactment of federal legislation, enhanced
the ISED's. stature n tionally. Additionally, assuming proattive roles in

implementing resear and development findings, and acting as a catalyst in such
activities as futur g, inured to the benefit of the OOCE. Finally, many
materials produc by IRDOE, both visual and print products, have gained
national and in ernational acclaim and demonstrated the 00CE's ability to
increase the impact of dollar expenditures.

None of the foregoing wpuld have been possible without the administrative
support provided by the SED./ But, as icing on 'the, cake, the resources supplied by
the iState enabled IRDOE to outreach for federal and private grants and
contacts which benefitted occupational education in the' $tate and nationally.
While the total of administrative support dollars' for the last five years was
approiimately $350,000, .a:utSide (non-State) grants and contracts exceeded
$1,600,000 in that same period--almost five times the investment in
administrative support. Were the additional State projects to 8te considered in
the data (other VEA monies administered by the OOCE, handicapped dollars
adi-ninistered by OVR, etc.);the ratio of total dollars to investment in IRDOE
would exceed 14 to 1!

Cootdination of Federal and VEA Projects .

The ability to generate projects which enhance occupational education
curriculum, deliveries, guidance, and the like brings with it the responsibility to
oversee and coordinate, where appropriate, to maximize success and capitalize
on limited resources. In addition to insuring realized progress at specific points
in time, projects under IRDOE aegis have the benefit of an organization to assist
or facilitate when unIorseen circumstances arise. This includds both human and
physical resources to overcome unanticipat4d barriers, lacks in certain expertise,
etc

-2-
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Forms of assisting activities range from obtaining coopetions at schools
and colleges in the conduct of research to establishing contractual agreements
with, vendors. The foregoing, simplistic sentence belies the truth; days and
weeks of effort may go into, for example, obtainihg principals' orpresidents'
approvals for. using certain school or college populations in a research ',or
demonstration project. Too, contracting procedures often require announcements
and bidding procedures, preceded by the development of specifications based on
other research. Sometimes the best project directors are not good managers,
and when their, interests, abilities and time are devoted- to; research and.,
development, the nitty-gritty activities of administration take a low priority.
Should the project's budget not accommodate adequate administrative assistance
(most often the case), IRDOE personnel complement.

OP

An additional responsibility is staff development, and consists of helping
individuals apply their expertise in specific disciplines to occupational education.
It also involves exciting the interest of young researchers in the field of
occupational education, where a dearth of such personnel/ exists. Ctqctoral
students at the Graduate School are exposed to the field through employment in
projects and, with guidahce provided, often elect to do their dissertations in
some allied areas. When this is accomplished there is the optimization of
resources, since their products ..-,eomplement other activities to form the
"package" needed for implementation.

Highlights

4 While subsequentpages will describe specific in-house projects and various
projects obtained through grants and contracts, certain activities warrant special
citing here.

1."
Our ongoing commitment to services on behalf of _handicapped populations

was evidenced by continuation of dur "Field-Based In-Servite -Training..." and,
"Interperso9a1 Skills..." projects, and a new undertaking fOr the Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation, "A Model Job Plement Clearinghouse."
Additionally, staff members Rarticipated as panelists cll.-speakers at, -E.g.:

i The Eastern Regional Leadership Training Institute (for persons with
special needs), Philadelphia, Pa. (Sponsor: Universitytf Illinois)

Success With Handicapped Students, Nassau Community College
(Sponsor: Ro6ester Institute of Technology) )

Suffolk County Rehabilitation Council Conference, Dowling College

Further, the American Council on Education, the New ''ork State Federation of
Chapters of the Council for ExcePlibnal Children, The U.S. Department of
Education's Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services,
Rehabilitation World, and the United Cerebral Palsy of Florida have all published
materialsby and/or about Institute activities and staff members. Samples may
be found in Appendix A.

Nine years of activity in sex equity matters, as with ventures in behalf of
the handicap rd, have provided a wealth .of experience and gratification. In
addition to print materials, IRDOE has produced film and -4:iideotape materials
which have received national and international acclaim as exemplary products to
combat stereotyping and sex bias. Samples of 'correspondence lauding our efforts
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regarding our products and workshops, and requesting materials; may be found in
Appendix B.

Dissemination activities, an objective early on, have increased significantly
over the years. In this fiscal year IRDOE, expanded its film and video product
dissemination through contractual agreement with an-erdditional proprietary
distributor, and developed yet 'another" vehicle, "Message on Occupational
Education." This "NC ins intended, to describe for the occupational education
community what innovative and exemplary activities are going on in New York
State to increase their utilization and, at the same tiMe, to provide the positive
contributions of VEA dollars for community consumption. Samples of the highly
positive responies are included in Appendix C.. .

/Increased dissemination efforts were greatly aided by IRDOE's ability
combine both human, and physical resources as the "umbrella organization"- fir
many projects. One new product, the "Superperson" booklet, was published with

'- a 26% increase in copies available to students at no extra cost. Similarly, 3500
copies of a brochure describing "A Man's Place...': were produced for the SED
when only 1000 were projected in the grant(iroposal.

Yet another illustration of IRDOE's ability to maximize resources is
piovided in Project SEISMIC. At the conclusion of the Statewide workshop
contracted for in the grant propoisal there was a small amount of money
remaining---too insignificant to rib much with; Byl'combining project personnel
resources, and utilizing goodwill and contacts developed _through their - -and"
IRDOE--involvements, additional Facilitators and Field Participants were
obtained- at no coit sip conduct another, one-day conference fdr N.Y.C. high
school personnel. In addition to approximately sixty. persons served in that -

conference; several smaller meetings were held to accommodate groups, of
persons unable to attend either.

,t
'Publications continued to reflect IRDOE's activities thiSN year, as well.,

Educational EVALuation and Policy 'Analysis, May-June, Vo17A3r. No. 3, 1981
carried "A ProcEdure to Link Evaluation and Funding Decisior4: by Dr. Carol
Tittle (a former IRDOE project director), Marsha Green and Mara Zibrin,
graduate' students at . CUNY. Educational and, Psycholo_gical Meavfement,
1980.40, carried a bb-ok review of A Handbook of Yocational aaucation
Evaluations, edited by Drs. Abramson, Tittle, and Cohen, which was flattering.
The Journal of College ,Student Personnel, Vol. 22, No. 2, March 1981, Carried
"Student Participation in Test-Anxiety Desensitization Workshops as a Fuhction
of the Sex of the Student nd .Cobnselor," co-autllored by Dr. Theodore
Abramson. The first issue of Vol. 1 (March 198,1) of the Occupational and
Continuing Education Newsletter carried an article by the birector of IRDOE on-
"Co'mmunicasting--A Reality," which discussed tlie FCC's tplerosed rules for bow
Power T.V., and another SED publication, the FCU- News '.Vol. 13, No. 6,
published an overview.df our publicdtion, "CareVr Counseling and J Placement
at Two-Year Colleges: P Guide."

Although last year's Annual Report cited- the progress in
"Cornmunicasting," marked by ti inception of the first FCC-approved
demonstration on a UHF frequency (in Eagle Bend,, Minn.), considerable pride is
taken in the announcement of proposed rules and regulations for low-power TV
(LPTV) in the Federal Register, Vol. 45, No. 203, October 17, 1980. Fo- first-
time readers of IRDOE 5eports a brief synopsis of. IRDOE's activities in
communicasttng is appropriate:

A -4- 12
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The "communicasting" cqncept embodies the basic- elements of both
communication and broadcasting. It is bey defined as the use of co-
channel multilateral communication to educate the participants aslwell as
a listening/viewing audience. In essence, two -way low-power television is
enabled between schools, between school's and community bases (e.g.,
hospitals, libraries, senior citizen homes), between schools, and homebound
individtfals (the handicapped, mothers with small children)--virtually any
combination of &he above and other .outreache4ia unattended
repeater/trwslato0 stations which serve a community or group of
contiguous communities. Unlike certain extant modes of delivery (e.g., via
cable, phone lines) there are no service aril,time charges; since the
transmissions are airborne; aid unlike Instructional' Television Fixed
Service (ITFS) 'which operates in the Ticrowave range, the cost, of
terminals is considerably less than -that of ITFS.

The Direc4r of IRDOE introduced the schema in '1974 and, upon'
successful demonstration in the Syosset, L.I. school district, petitioped the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for frequencies in the UHF
range. The Executive Office of the President's, . Off ice of
Telecommunications Policy (now the National Telecommunications and
Information Administratidii of the Department of Commerce) first
published .our project in their Interagency Committee :Report on Rural
Commmunicatiorts and subsequently arranged a meeting of .FCC, DHEW,
NSF and legislative representaotiveS to expedite action on our petition.
Ultimately, the FCC opened a full "Notice of Inquiry" into the matter of
low-power T.V., and declared our petition moat (since they were now
undertaking a full study which .incorporated the IRDOE concept). - A task
force was establAid by the FCC to assess the responsei to its full Notice
of Inquiry. A gra63 from that task force, headed by Chairman Paul Jones,
visited us early in the 1978-79 school year to witness, first hand, our
transmission and reception capability via the repeater, and to discuss the
potentials of such a system national. More than slight encouragement
was provided regarding our continued involvement on the national scene, to
pOsibly provide technical and other assistance to communities desiring to
implement the technology in an instructional program. Of particular
interest vas assistance to. Eagle Bend, Minnesota, and the adjacent,

. 1communities of Clarissa and Bertha-Hewitt,, in their consortium effort to
provide instruction For classes of low enrollment in each district. The
shared instructional services . via communicasting would enable each
district to maintain its teachers and serve those students Seeking Such
instruction. 'This resulted in the first FCC-approved demonstration
mentioned earlier,. and contributed to the FCC's information base for

'estalslishing the proposed regulations for LPTV.

In the view of this writer, //it is unfortunate that the FCC's proposed
regulations incorporated opportuhities for private, as well as for public,
endeavors in ..LPTV. The acceptance, of. applications for station 'license, in
advance of the regplations being finalized resulted in over 5000 applications and
a- forced stop on further applicaliOns for lack of resources to handle them. & It is
estimated that an additional 5000 applications ars awaiting the lifting'of the
"stop, order." At this writing the FCC is contemOlating a review of accepted
applications by corPputer to ease their handling problem. Such a mOye will
eliminate engineering' judgments; this may malaffect awards. At, present,
however, IRDOE, through the Graduate School and University Center, has
applied for Channel 177and is awaiting action on tlfe application.

3
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Yet another source of gratification istthe coming to fruition of a concept
introduced by IRDOE in 1972 to the New York City public 'high schools:
Computer:. Assisted Guidance (CAG). It was believed that many more students
would elect occupational education curriculums if they had a better sense of
those available,* and if they could' explore aspects of the work world (data on
employment, job outlook, etc.) and determine how their interests, abilities, and
personal concerns (job status, life-style, etc.) could be satisfied. In egence,, to
improve counseling (facilitate counselors' and. students' ability to -obtain and
utilize vast amounts of infq5mation) through computer services, we projected a
service that would permit students to do occupational "gearches"of computer
information bases. College and financial aid data baseg were also projected.

Citibank, at that time "First National City Bank," funded IRDQE to
demonstrate such a program and test its feasibility in five N.Y.C. high schools.
Although, the concept was not unique (IRDQE was able to contract with 4
proprietary vendor for the data banks and program), it was the first attempt at
service to high-density, urban populations. . On the basis of overwhelmingly
positive subjective responses of high *school principals, teachers, students,
parents, and parent grOups,, to say nothing of the media, Citibank awarded
IRDOE an additional grant for assessment of impact and the continuation of, the
demonstration. In the 1975-76s school year economic constraints inn the High
School Division of the Board of Education prevented expansion of the program to
additional high.schools. Despite the outstanding success of the program, the
continued economic adversities of the Board of Education led Citibank to
postpone the granting of an additional award to IRDOE. Tiflis would have been
used for the development of a new set of data banks and retrieval system more
appropriate to the needs of N,Y.C. youth and adults,. Citibank rightfully
questioned the extent to which it should make a heavyitinancial commitment if
the products projected could not be utilized by the Bbard of Education because
of its financial difficulties

Coexisiehtly, IRDOE was demonstrating the feasibility of CAG in the
community colleges and, subsequently, in correctional institutions. In Annual
Report 115 (1975-76) this author wrote:

Closely 'associated with (the need for automation technology for
inform4tion retrieval) is the ability of the community college and
thigh school systems throughout the 'State to employ similar (or the
same) systems. The evidence is in and strongly favor,,s the
development of ,a Statewide network utilizing the, established Board
of . Cooperative 'Educational ;.Services (BOCES) regional computer
centers for delivery throughout 'the State. The system is feasible, it
has demonstrated impact, and would be cost-effective, based lApon
our dAta and projectiops. what is needed, perhaps, is a joint effort by
the SED and one Dr More privatefunding sources who would have
assurance that their investment would be fit to good use.

In the slum "report' it was also stated, in connection with the postsecondary
demonstration, that: e .

A,

Four community colleges have been involved in' this project with
intent tb demonstrate and test utilization of computer-assisted
guidance for populations of post-secondary students whose
occupational goals were not well defined, who were dissatisfied with
their occupational curricinunts 'and` would sie4 other occupational

s.

-6-
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areas to enter upon, who needed information on vocational offerings
not immediately .available to their own institutions, etc. IRDOE has
been concerned with the utilization data, however, and hesitated to
request a continuation grant for a second year's operation, although
additional data had beguri to signal modifications in administrative
behaviors to improve the circumstance.

In- this, the second year of operation, which employed modified
Aministrative actions, utilization did increase. Proprietary costs
associated with this= demonstration reduce cost-effectiveness.
_However, were these to be reduced through a State effort, the
activity- would become an extremely viable means of meeting
expressed needs.. .

It is no wonder, then, in an historical perspective of IRDOE's contributions in the
decade of existence, pride is taken in the ultimate establishment of the New
York State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NYSOICC), and

. the Career Inforniation Delivery System (CIDS). Not alone is one of the
`computer programs utilized the same 'program IRDOE used (GIS), but IRDOE's,
projected-need for. localized' data is also being satisfied through the New York
Occupational File (N.YOC).' The Director of IRDOE continues to be involved in
MetroGUide, the N.Y.C. Board of Education's information system, as a member
of :the Steering Committee.

11.

ill another longer-term affect of IRDOE interventions is that of
"futurin " as a St tewide priority. Beginning in`1-972, with IRDOE's undertaking
of. the ' ookkee mg" study for the Bureau of Business Education, it became
apparent that cr ating modifications in curriculum after prolonged periods of
time was frau ht with, problems. Inertia, resistance to change, or other
deterrent's o extensive curriculum alterations could be overcome, we thought, if
small increments of change could be introduced on the basis of periodic
reassessments Of employers' needs. ?resumed, of course, was that technological
advances would reqiiire.change if students were teeadequately prepared for
work with current and releyant skills. That an initial,'significant change was
necessary in the business education curriculums was apparent because of the
impact computers and automation had already made. Projecting into the future,
it was hoped, would enable appropriate planning for plant, equipment, and
teacher preparation needs, in addition to curriculum modifications. ,Accordingly,
the Office of Occupational and Continuing Education undertook a futuring study
by establishing a Statewide, blue-ribbon committee and, with IRDOE's
involvement, brought it to fruition with the piloting of ne'w curriculum elements.

The experjence of having futurists present to the blue-ribbon committee
proved valuable, and so IRDOE was asked to replicate the procedure in futuring
Health Occupation Education. We continue to be involved in.the process to date,
and take pride in our involvement in the futuring of additional occupational areas -
and practical arts, to be undertake in the 1982 fiscal year.

-7-.
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II. Grants and Contracts

(Complete final reports are available, or will be available, for each of the
following summaries.)

Persisters and Non-Persisters: Critical Characteristics Affecting Retention
,/ Among Community College Career Program Students

VEA 53-81 -0395

fiA Building on an earlier study of the correlates of enrollment, in 1980-81
with support fkom the Bureau of Grants Administration of the New York State
Education Department, IRDOE undertook an investigation of persistence in
college programs. This research project focused on a number of timely questions:
in particular, in light of the high rate of attrition among first-year commgnity
college students, what factors distinguish between students who persist through
the first year and students who do not persist. And, sine it is important to know
if the factors involved in the initial decision to 'enroll in,a community college
career program are relatively stable, are the enrollment predictors we
established valid for anew population and do they relate to retention'predictors?

. ' The study's design, in which the 1979-80.sample of enrollees is used as a
data base to which is added a cohort sampleiallows us to address these questions
and provides a first-time view of the relationships between the selection of a
career program, the decision'to enroll, and continued attendance - -a longitudinal
approach that clarifies the underlying dynamics and prepares the way for
intervention strategies on an institutional basis.

Two populations comprise the 1980-81 study sample: Fall 1979 allocants to
CUNY community college% about whom we have, a wealth of infOrmation (in
addition to knowing whether or not they enrolled in CUNY, in another
postsecondary institution, or did not elect to continue their schooling); and Fall
1978 allocants to the CUNY community colleges. Questionnaire data was used
to s,linplement information about students collected- by he individual colleges.

= ExaAning the retention patterns of the more recent CUNY allocants helped us
ascertain the schooling patterns of both CUNY enrollees and of other subgroups,
while inclusion of the 078 allocant sample enabled us to: 1) validate the
enrollment predictors, 2) investigate retention and its causes over a longer time
span, and 3) concurrently validate the retention predictor variables.

The data were analyzed by sex, college, and program for the in-school
groups and comparisons made between that subset enrolled in the CUNY
community colleges and that enrolled elsewhere. Profiles were also drawnpf the
out-of-school groups: students who dropped out of college and those virh'b had
never enrolled. The final report, distributed to the State Edycation Department,
to CUNY and SUNY administrators, and through-ERIC.and other clearinghouses,
provides some further basis for compensating for predicted enrollment declines
and should assist decision-makers in attracting new college 'students and in
designing services to retain current ones.

r
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Statewide System.of Occupational Education Evaluation
YEA 53-81-1443

The objective of this grant was to provide the State's Office of
Ocdupational and Continuing Education with technical assistance in refining the
Statewide occupational education evaluation system. The VEA Amendments, of
1976 mandated, the evaluation of all programs within a five-year period, and
provided certain criteria for ,assessment; The intent of the legislation was to
insure that assessments, fed back' to program administrators, would lead to
program impro ement.

Many S As sought guidance from the federial authorities who, in turn,
variously contracted out for technical assistance or awarded grants for the
development of model systems. 'When the DivisiOn of Occupational Education
Planning and Information was expanded to incorporate Research and Evaluation,
IRDOE volunteered assistance and, subsequently, contributed to the provision of
refinements and.a monitoring pfocedure for a pilot phase. To supplement IRDOE
resources the Westchester Institute-for Human Services Research was contracted
with to develop k.t.vr.' ten guide for local LEA's regarding data analysis
procedures and for training pOsonnel.

4

Sex 'Equity in Schools:-lodules in Careers (SEISMIC)
VEA 53-81-1192

. _ .
Throughout nine years of activity surrounding sex equity the Institute has

sought tovrovide change agents with the knowledges, attitudes, skills, and habits
that would result in equity for the Sexes as that relates to occupational
education. Much of our activity has been of a "hands-on" nature. That is, in
conferences and workshops we sought to -educate, train, or otherwise develop
within- personnel the sensitivity to identify inequities and the motivation to
overcome them.

/
While s uccessful, those efforts here costly, involving as they did the

'IRDOE staff, the physiCal presence of the groups' we worked wit , and the
housing and/or feeding at a central location. Cost-effectiven s could b
achieved, we knew, if auto-tutorial materials could be develope and if th6-----

participants could provide a multiplier effect in their districts/colleges/agencies.
AccOrdingly, this project was de$igned, to develOp materials that could guide
counselors, 'teachers, and adminiStrators in the reduction of -sex bias in the
schools, and others in their own agencies and communities.

The modules, and their accompanying videotapes and workbook/manua
include materials to provide 'substantive understandings of Title IX and V A
legislation, and prOvide many stimulus situations for lively discussions. T ey
include:, i

Tife Staff Development component: familiarizes faculty with the social .
and legal impact of sex inequities through print and videotape.

Module K focuses oPincreasing the awareness of attitudes towards
expanding sex roles and the effect of these attitudes on the teaching
and counseling process.

17
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Module B examines Title. IX and VEA legislation and provides an
opportunity to assess school compliance with the law.

it Curriculum component: helps educators introduce students to an
expanded perspective concerning roles of males' and females in our
society. Six structured classroom lessons, pertinent sex' equity
references, student worksheets and stimulus videotapes comprise a
comprehensive teaching unit.

The Community Outreach component: provides educators with a
protocol for sensitizing local employers to issues of sex equity in hiring
and training. Detailed strategies for Contacting the business

community, and suggestioris and materials for Program presentations
are included.

A major workshop/conference was conducted for LEA/BOCES personnel
representing all Occupational Education Planning Regions in the State.
Additionally, several conferences in N.Y. City, the Mid-Hudson region, and

Albany added to the dissemination effort.

Collecting and Reporting Information on Occupational Education
VEA 53-81-1275

Concern with improving the timeliness, validity, and utility of information
that is used to plan, manage, and evaluate occupational education programs has
been a cornerstone of the OOCE and the Division of Occupational Planning and
Information, Research, and Ey,aluation for many years. Beyond the need to meet
mandated reporting requirements has been the desire to obtain reliable
information about students and the effectiveness of:their occupational programs
in order to improve services.

IRDQE joined forces with the SED and the New YOrk City School District's
Office of Occupational and Career Educationt,.(00CE) to undertake the task.
Functional specifications for meeting selected information needs of the OOCE
were developed. Additionally,- extant modes of data gathering and reporting
were reviewed an .decisions made regarding appropriate moaifications. These
latter decisions were intended tp facilitate and complement the State's data

' gathering activities in the Occupational Education Repor-ting System (OERS).
Finally, consideration was given in all of tthe foregoing to the, development of- a
process for specifying the repotting and evaluation ,ystems necessary to insure
the effective and efficient management'of the, SED: QOCE's new, competency -
based vocational education curricula.

In order to maintain continuity of effort without straining personnel,
resources to the limit, the Institute contracted with Metis Associates, Inc. to
carry out much of the activity. A detailed .account of their, and IRDOE's,
efforts may be found in the final report 1/cASE 07-81.

- '
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Data Treatments for Curricula Evaluation
VEA 5341-1468

The Office of Occupational and Continuing Education's Division of
Occupational Education Instruction (New York State Education Department) was
concerned with gathering data to evaluate the Curricula of several education
programg. Interviews were being conducted with workers and supervisors in
business and industry across the, State to determine the importance of various
program aspects.

Results of these interviews were being recorded manually on standardited
questionnaires. These results had to eventually be analyzed to determine what
occupational skills, are needed in each of the programs, and whether or ..not
curriculum modifications are required to meet otcupational needs in New York
State.

.
In order to obtain initial summary reports in a timely manner, and to build

a data base that can be assessed to produce meaningful statistical reports on
request, it was necessary to process all questionnaire data by computer. This is
evident by the volume of questionnaires (nearly 60,000 forms), and the total
amount of informational data (over 5 million characters) to be handled.

The Institute proposed to have the questionnaire re§ults converted ta
machine-readable data and a program written to build the data base and
generate reports. By virtue of proximity to SED data gathering services and
previous satisfactory sery "Ice, it was determined to subcontract some portions of
themactivities to Phoenik Data Service of Albany, N.Y.

Since the results of our effort were specific products (delineated below), no
"final report" is provided as such. Fulfillment of our obligation was satisfied by
submission of the following to the SED:

1. File of Questionnaire-Data (in SPSS compatible format)

2. Program to add future data

3. File of Task Description Oita

4. Program to add future description data

5. Program to produce standard reports

6. Three prodbction final reports. .

O
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Graduating Seniors: AComparative Study Of Co-op and Non-Co-op
Education Students' Transition to Work and Advanced Schooling

510AH00058

The fundamental question underlying this research program is whether the
reported higher rates of post-graduation employment of graduates of four-year
college prOgrams of 'coopetative education is a result of better and more
relevant preparation 'or of widet: and more petsonal connections to employers.
The major issues addressed relate to the factors that affect studeirits' initial
choice of -a cooperative edutatiorl, program and the resblts or that choice in

. terms of their 'accomplishments. We were particularly Jconderned with
identifying precisely what students learn in co-op. In other words, this study
asked if co-op students differ, in contrast to non-co-op students, in attitudes,

.4hterests, and needs; in specific' work - related knowledge and skills; in broad-
based information and contacts; and/or in a more generic economic and practical
value orientation.

. During the .1980-81 year, with funds from the ( en) U..S. Office of
Education, Cooperative Education Branch, we tracked large numbers of
graduating college seniors through the student-to-employee transition. Selected
from the same colleges and universities, the final sample for whoreall data was
complete consisted of approximately 700 students equally divided *ipto two
groups: those with undergraduate cooperative education experiences and those
without such formal work experience. All students cpmpleted a Work Syrvey
(containing descriptive, demographic information and a work history) and a
Questionnaire that tapped attitudes toward and knowledge about the world of
work. In additign, each student filled out a monthly Job Search Record - -a diary
of actions pertaining to looking for a job.

These data were analyzed for the co-op and non-co-op students and, among
the latter group, for subgroups with virtually no adult employnttent rirstbry and
significant amoutits of 'adult employment.. Moreover, selected analyses were
done by sex and curricular areas for each of the major analytic groups. The final
report presents profiles of the co-op and non-co=op student and providts a basis
for 'attracting new groups of students and far tailoring the experiential
experi4nce to meet the maturational, information, and affective needs and post-
graduation goals of those students in programs of cooperative education. .

-,-

Interpersonal Skill Training to Facilitate the Employment of--

of Handicapped Students, Phase II - Field,Testing the Manual
VEA 53-81-0391

The ultimate, goal 'of this project was to ,prepare a field-tested manuals
which could be utilized by postsecondary student ,personnel staff members in
training disabled students in high-order. interpersonal skills. It was believed that

h aWork could supplement counselor's' knowledge and skills by:

Identifying a .group of generic and employment-related interpersonal
skills which are behaviorally identifiable, trainable, and of value for
disabled 'students. as 'they engige in two-year college ,,training
programs; job seeking, and on-the-job situations.

-*\
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2. Developing a set of sequential occupational! -related training

? . exercises which would -provide the context for practicing acquired
generic interpersonal skills.

3. Specifying the approaches and methods by which student personnel
staffs can train disabled students in generic interpersonal skills as well
as the methods for their practice and use in vocational contexts.

The manual was field-tested in over thirty situations, and observed by the
authors in accordance, with a structured assessment schema. Extensive revisions
were made on the basis. of those evaluations, and the manual has been
repackaged accordingly.,

The dodument delivered to the Bureau of Grants Administration should
serve as an important component in programs for handicapped students. It

-should strengthen and improve the- skills ,of counseling staffs in vocationally,-
related interpersonal skills training, andithereby improve the quality of direct
support services to handicapped students.

Dissemination of Sex Equity Materials .

VEA 53-81-1191

As mentioned under Highlights, extensive work has;been undertaken in sex
equity activities over the last nine years. In addition to counselor education
materials ("Motivation 4Advapqe Process" videotape and guide), IRDOE has
produced two documentary films ("Turning Pants" and "A Man's Place... ") Which
hav'e received outstanding acclaim. Two additional projects, "SEISMIC" and the
"Superperson" pamphlet, were also undertaken; the former involved videotapes
and guides for insuring,ipensitivity to sex equity issues, and the latter .a "comic
book" for lower- gradeehildren to drai'natize that women and men can do what
had heretofore been relegated to one sex or anther through earlier .
socialization. This current graht was intended to enable wider'dissemination of ,.

several products. After devejoprnent and testing, the "Superperson" pamphlet
was produced for distribution. a Almost 1291000 pamphlets were published, and
were disserriinated by the OOCE's special Programs'unit. Additionally, a brief
discussion guide was prdduced for teachers.

f

Other deliverables requested by the SED wereadditional prints of "A Man's
Place..4' and brochures to- publicize the film. IRDOE activity involved the'
delivery of 3,500 brochures to. the SED describing the film, and twenty-five
additional prints for strategic placement throughout the State.

.

`Finally, disseMination included skihe presentation of. these materials by
IRDOE personnel at local, regional, State, and national professional meetings and
conferences. Thepll extent is described.in Annual Report CASE 1n0 -81.

10. -13-
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Data Acquisition.and Analysis of the Characteristics of
Occupational'Education Students in New York City

VEA 80-3A-1174 °

The Bureau of Occupational Education' Research °(BOER) continues t
monitor needs of the OOCE, and to respond to the requests for data upon which
policy decisions are made. As a component of the RCU, together with the
BOER, IRDOE undertook, a cooperative venture to assist, in the' development of
data for SED needs.

CILfcThe data needed involved New York City occupational e aVon students,
making it much more cost - effective for IRDOE to undertake the task than
personnel from Albany. Provision-was made for accessing, retrcieVal, and analysis
of student application and record data from the City University Applications
Processing Center, and other sources. t

These New York City student data were a component' crf the Statewide
Secondary Students' Profile Study. Since their derivation, waS in -a different
format from that of the upstate samples, advice was provided do the similarities
and differences of various' elements as they pertained to

was
data from other

sources. Additionally, since New York City data was -to be broken out
separately, IRDOE provided reviews for appropriate comparisons., -The final
report is being prepared by the BOER at this welting.

1-

Continuation of Health OcCdpations tuturstng
VEA 53-81-1359

.- .. - .
In this, the second year of futuring health OcCupations,

...

educatiop, the
Committee met four times and two subcomMittee meetings were coridUcted'as
well. The following major issues were addressed; .

._
- ,

.,. C"redentialing and licensUre. . ..
The technical areas of competence., and knowledge to be required of
Health,Occupations Education personnel. "

4 Recommended program organization, and 'desirable instructional
strategies to be employed in the new curriculum. . ,

The general objectives of Occupational and Practical Arts Education.
.0

. It should be recognized that four meetings involve qpnsiderable effort, both,
- befor'e, diking and afterward; obtaining the futurists and specialists . in

curriculum areas, arranging the resources for the meetings, *culating eh-aerials
to committee Members and regional observers before and after- meetings,
arranging for travel compensations, etc.,- all require considerable time.
Interactions with SED personnel, interim reports, and'final publications all add to .

the burden. The outcomes, however, are gratifying. .

Buffalo, N.Y 12/11-12/80: Credentialing and licensure pi-esentations were
made by nationally known exerts and representativei .from
professional societies and state regulatory bodies.

Syracuse, N.NX 3/19-20/81: Technical competencies Were discussed' by .
-experts representing allied, healtI institutions and nitnufacturers of
equipment used and projected. "r
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Albany, N.y. 6/3-4/81; Preliminary recomendations fir a new program
\-.N: %structure were discussedsby the Committee, with preference' voiced'

for organizing the occupations into one, of either Direct Patient'Care
or-Laboratory and, Support Services subgroupings. Additionally, two
core areas (occupational education and health occupations) would
contain competencies that all health occupations gr'aduates would be
expected to plaster. (See Appendix D for copy of projected progrei'n
structure.)

Albany, N.Y. .9/23-2401: The Health Occupations Education Committee
met jointly with other occupational edu,cation and practical arts
committees .(e.g., Agricultural Education, Distributive Education,
Industrial Arts) to address the problem of. the general objectives of
Occupational and Practical Arts education. A Delphi procedure was
employed to assist in the development of final recommendations.

On the basis of FY '81 accomplishments, three, meetings of the futuring
committee are currently projected for I Y '82,%including a public hearing for
-reactioas p6 the preliminary recommendations which are to be published and
distribqted throughout the State.

money -Management for Women
564A1-R0326

This project involved the development of program in personal money
management for lower-income women- between the aces of 24 and 54, as well as
a strategy far delivering the program on a continuing basis.

ti

In format, the Money Management for -Women pr6gram consisted of six
sequential two4tour sessions presented in a structured but informal peer-group
workshop session. Content was tailored to convey a broad understanding of the
wh s and hows of money management, to pr vide participants opportunities to
apply financial plaA'ning tools and techniqu o their individual situationsl and to
bolster their confidence in their ability to exercise control over the financial
aspectsof their lives. -

Major program activities included': examination of women's attitudes
toward money, mathematics, and, money management; clarification of financial
goals; construction of a one-year personal money management plan; consiparison
and evaltiation of savings/investment plans; and credit management. Leaders'
guides and participant m_ aterials (i.e., worksheets, factsheets) were developed for
all workshop sessions.

Six demonstration .workshops, involving over lOrlower-income women
participants, were implemented late in the Spring of 1981 in cooperating with-six
community -based organizations. Each workshop was led by female personnel
frOm the host organization who had been trained by project staff. Through staff
training and materials development, six community organizations were Able to
build in the expertise to -institutipnalize Money Management for Women as a
regular program offering.

23
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Field-Based In-Service Training of Regular High School Staff:
Responding to Vocational and Career Needs of Urban Handicapped Youth

451AH00134,

-

with

,

The central purpose of this project was to ultimately increase the
participatictn of students th disabilities in those programs and activities in the
high school that contribute to career and vocational development. This Includes
industrial arts and vocational shops, related academic courses, vocational
counseling, co-op programs, field trips, and any other activity that contributes to
the optimal development of students in the career area.. )..

The proposal to the Office of Special Education, USDE, described a model
for in-service education of the faculty of each participating high school. More
specifically, a team is established in each schoolrilicluding vocational, academic,
and .spetial educators counselors, and administratks. Called the "gatekeepers,"

. this team can directly or indirectly open gates in the.school for special education
students -- directly through their work assignment as the school and through their
recommendations to the admnistration, and indirectly through their outreach to
colleagues.'

Concretely, the.project has concentrated on one borough each year--the
Bronx in 1979 =80 Queens in 1980-81 and Brooklyn in 1981-82. Five high schools
in each borough nave participated. In consultation with each school's principal,a
team of six perSops is selected. The team members are professionals who have a
commitment to t e goalsof the project and vho are able to play an influential
role in the sch wt2ether, through their official status or their informal
leadership role among their colleagties.

The major activity of the project is a yeAr-fong series of ,biweekly
' workshop meetings with the five combined teams, held at the Rfirticipating

schools 'on a rotating basis. The topics of the meetings are attached, along with
a training schema.

Each team member also selects 10 .colleagues he multiplees as they are
called---whg are a kind bf network for dissemination. The projethstaffrprovides
team members with brief reprints and other materials for dissemination to their
multipliCation training.network.

Rather extensive evaluation has been done. Evaluation data has been
available ,Jrorrri two sources: first, from an internal evaluation that includes
formative week-by-week feedback and 'summative pre -post data, and second,

-fro'm an external evaluation team that conducts many interviews with

participants. The evaluation data indicate that the project has succeeded not
only in increasing knowledge and understanding and changing atittu. deS, but also
in generating plans for new programs and activities for special education
students.



a I
One of the most important outcomes of this project is its demonstration of

the value of an interdisciplinary team, functioning as a special education
committee for the school. With vocatip/Areer know-how on the team, there is
opportunity for continuous study, communicagon, and recommendations
regarding the needs. of the special education program in relation to the resoprces
of the school and community. The Project has also beet selected as one of nine
national exemplary models.

'Project MART (Mathematics Avoidance Reduction Training) Phase II:
Instructional.Materials for Staff and Faculty Development ..

53-81-0392
44

Recently labelled and. still only partially understood, avoidance of
mathematics appears to be a widespread phenomenon. any people, irrespective
of educational level or socioeconomic status, experience a negative reaction to
the study of mathematics and to everyday situation4' involving even an elemental
arithmetic. Even in its milder m9nifestations,- math avoidance stemming from
'7nath anxiety severely restricts. vocational choice and °career flexibility.
Nowhere are these effects more profound. than among community -college
students who, because of their negative attitudes toward and negative
experiences with mathematics, enter college without` the requisite educational
background, the sense of mastery, or the inclination to fake advantage of the full
range of vocational currcula that lead to a wide range of,careers.

Starting in 1979, with a grant from the,Burgau of Gran&Administration of
the New York State Education Department, we have been conducting staff
development workshops for CUNY community college math instructors and other
faculty concerned with the causative ctors and implications of math anxiety-
avoidance behavior. ,Based on the prenilise that students' reactions to math cah
be influenced by whaegoes on in the..classroom, the 197940 workshOKseries
focused on providing faculty with fiew; approaches and classroom strategies for
teaching and with awareness of and sensitivity to the dynamics of learning
mathematics. This worksp_serjes represented one. of the first efforts nation'-'
wide to work with instruction-kather than support staff 'in reducing or
alleviating students' maladaptive behavior.

The pei-vasiveness of negastivefrattitudes and avoidance behavior in the
learning of math requires large -scale remedies. To this end; 1980-81, the
Bureau of Grants Administration gave us further support to develop instructional
materials: to serve as a basis for future staff development programs; as self-.
instructional tools; for the training of instructors who, in turn, would train other
colleapes to better cope with the needs -of students and better prepare them to
take advantageof the full range of occupational opportunities.

Together with two consultant teams of math instructors--experienced
college faculty, half of whom had had prior experience as participants in Project
MART and half of whom had had no experience with this particular, approach --
during 1980-81,.IRDOE designed an instructors' Handbook, and pilot tested it in
actual classrooms. By the end of the calendar year, the Handbook will be
available in final draft form for large-scale tryout.

-17-
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CIPHER CENTRAL
A Mode! ,fob Placement Clearinghouserfor Handicapped Persons

OVR i/TC-1

For many years IRDOE has been involved with the' maximizing of the
potentials of disabled students. Initially, our efforts were in the direction of
sensitizing 'college administrators to the needs of handicapped populations, and
the relatiVe ease with which they could make their campuses "barrier free." The
materials developed for a Statewide conference formed the basis for our
nationally acclaimed publication, "Barrier Free Design:. Accessibility for th
Handicapped." Considerable pride was taken 'n the large increases in college
enrollments of disabled persons, and the acti ns of college administratord' to
outreach to them.

Our second Statewide conference hac as its main theme, the provision of
staff development to enable college personnel to provide better on-campus
assistance to this new. population, and a third year was largely devoted to
bringing the placement officers and employers into harmony for the better
placement of the .handicappecl in 'positions buginess and industry. The latte
emphasis highlighted the need for ongoing, d broadened, activity with t
employing publics, and so "College and Indus ry: Partners in the Handicapped
Employment Role" (CIPHER) was born. is project, alscOenefitting from
advisory councils of employers and educational 'Tersonnel underscored the
advantiges of 'such cooperations. Employments grew significantly. All
participants,concurred on the desirability of a central clearinghouse to facilitate
the employerS' search for appropriately trained personnel and to minimize the
duplicative nature of college job developers' and placement officers' activities.
The need became especially acute as the financial constraints in educational
institutions reduced non-instructional staff.

The Bureau of Grants Administration, the 'primary funding source for all of
-the foregoing, was highly in favor of the clearinghouse concept from both. a 'Colt-
benefit and cost-effective standpoint, but was constrained. by the reguations
which were implemented with the VEA Amendments of 1976. It was at this point
that the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, through active participation of its
representatives in our previous activities, came to the rescue. Aware of the high
praise for our activities in CIPHER, and desirous of further enhancing the
potentials for increasing the employment of trained, handicapped ptrsons, a plan
for interagency cooperation was effected which resulted in the funding of this
project. The pro\ject, funded as of February 1981, has involved the planning and
gathering of resources and data for full implementatio9 of the model it the next
academic year.

-18-
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-III. In-House Projects'

This section deals with those activities that were contractual ,obligations of
- the administrative grant, additional assignments ,undertaken during the year as

an arm of the State's RCU, and undertakings, designed to explore new concepts
Ikhich could improve the ockupational education piocess for students.

Urban Vocational Directors - Staff Development Activities
1

Although the Institute has undertaken Statewide staff dekelopment
activities'of various ki ds since its inception, a prime responsibility has been to
work with the "Large Five Cities" and ,those BOCES whose popula 'on size could
`approximate urban settings. Two such meetings have generally en contracted
for within the IRDOE grant; in no one year, however, has the n ber of meetings
been less than four. In addition to the large-group meetings, pre- and ,post-

..,,ineepng sessions of a-,smaller nature are held to plan; evaluate, and otherwise
meet needs of several

4-
of the directors.

Usually, the small -group meetings involve "piggy-backingVat other-,
Statewide meetings (e.g., NYSOEA, AVEA), or arrangements in Albany when
several directors have business at the OOCE. Such meetings, while econornicil
from a travel point of view, do not serve as well as would 'be hoped.
Occasionally, urgenftlistri4 business precluded attendance by some directors at
some Statewide meetings; at.,other _occasions there is insufficient time to deal
with the pressing problems.

The established structure of rotating the staff development meetings,
while creating some travel and time costs, provides certain opportunities and
ancillary benefits "that ,would not ordinarily prevail. An opportunity to visit a
special facility in puffalo, for example, or the exposure to one superintendent's
perceptions regarding a particular occupational education offering, is more than
worth the trade-off. The latter illustra=tion may be amplified by the fact that at
three of the last four meetings superintendents met with us, providing for their
deeper appreciation of occupational education activities. On several occasions
board mer*ers met with -us, as Well, enabling two-way interactions that were
most beneficial to all. In this academic year, the following large-group meetings
were held:

September 10-11, 1980

December 18-19, 1980 .

April 7-8, 1981

June 16-17, 1%81

Syracuse, New York
New York, New York 4
Rochester, New YoLL___
Buffalo, New York

Additional meetings of small groups included those at NYSOEA, AVEA, and the
Futuring meeting in Albany, Sample programs and \commentary pertinent to the
meetings may be found in Appendix D.
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Special Interest Paper Series (SIP)

..In the P981 fiscal year IRDOE continued the occasional publication of SIPsf
and, as in the past, requests continued to be received for mailing list status. It
would be in order to, repeat, here what was written in Annual Repbrt 419:

Response to our SIP papers has been laudatoey in the past, and this
year was no exception. Increased requests to be "put on the mailing
list," while flattering, provide a concern, however; the intent of the
one-topic papers is to target them for-a select audience -- persons -for
whom the topic has special meaning and who are in a' position to,act
upon the information. Hence, there is no one "mailing list" (other
than our Advisory Council and select SED' and i?EA persons who are
kept informed of all our activities), and the conflict is obvious. We
will continue to satisfy the intellectual curiosity of those who request
current SIP papers, but apologize to those who expect a continuity of
effort on our part.

The SIP papers produded this year were:

4123 Intact of Experience and Maturity on the Responsibilities, Attitudes
and Capabilities of Cooperative Education Students

4124 Expanding Career Opportunities for High School Special Education
StudentsrAn In-Service Education Project

Additional SIP papers, planned earlier, were postponed when decisions for
resource allocation favored other dissemination activities.. One such activity,
the publication of "Message 'on Occupational Education" (MOE), is described
below.

Message on Occupational Education (MOE)
_.<- , (...--- .

Toward the end of FYs., '80 our concerns included the projected
reauthorization of VEA funding, and what had been, essentially, "bad press" for
occupational education throughout the year. Highly publicized ills, both real and
imagined had even professionals wondering if they were doing the appropriate
things.

The contention of this author was that we in the occupational education
area have been responsible for much of what befell us--if only by omission. That
is, while some things do, in fact, need improvement (our "raison,d'etre"), we have
not adequately publicized the positives. Reference was made to this in Annual
Report #9:

...We have, as a 'profession, contributed to and witnessed much
progress in service to women, the handicapped; the disadvantaged,
and otheespecial needs populations in the last decade, but have done
-relatively little to publicize the facts. Similarly, the majority of
graduates' drf our institutions enter the labor force with the skills
enabling theM to do very creditable jobs, but the employing public is
sampled regarding those who don't.
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We promis then to embark on a campaign in FY '81 to publiciie the positives,
and to courage recipients of our publications to do the same by further

4 disseminating our "Message on Occupational Education" to their, communities --
both professionals and lay publics.

Two MOE's were produced, in this fiscal year each having significant
impact;

.

MOE di: Sex Equity in Occupational Education, and
MOt #2: In-School-Youth Employment and Training Prograrn

The former delineates sine years of IRDOE's activities in sex equity, and invites
dissemination of that knowledge as well as inputs from others who have madE
contributions in the area. The latter describes an exemplary program providing
services to high density urban populations under YETP. Twenty-five hundred of
each MOE were mailed in FY '81. Some of the reactions to the MOE's may be
found in Appendix C.

Business/Industry/Labor Meetings

Largely, through the good offices of the Institute's Advisory Council, but
with the assistance of the N.Y.C. Board of Education's Office of Occupational
and Career Education as well, IRDOE personnel met with representatives of
industry, business, and labor to obtain information, exchange ideas, explore
possible new projects, etc. Frequently, to obviate encroachments on thei own
busy work schedules, lunch- or, dinner-hour meetings were held. On other
occasions,. busy executives were good enough/to provide time during their office
hours.

Several important outcomes can be cited. There were frequent, conflicting
views among the business and industry persons regarding the economy, growth
potential for employment, effects of high interest rates, etc. Not alone was this
true among them, but frequently were there similar differences of their opinions
with nationil and state data and renowned economists. Of considerable'
consternation was the conflict between "supply-side economics" promulgated by
the Reagan administration and the lack Of salubrious, effects upon the economy;
longer range, however, there was unanimity regarding the effects of the
proposed, tax -cut program and, upon )ts passing, plans for actions to advantage
companies in write-offs. Since the latter were largely capital expenditure plans,
the iimmediate effect upon the labor market was not projected as significant.
FLirPer'; on balance there seemed to be a continuing decline in manufacturing
jobs; the transition to high technology and service occupations occupied the
attention of all, as did the shifting in labor Markets .for different regions of the
State..

The significance of the disparate perceptiOns in some areas, and -the
,consonance in others, is that our sampling reflected differences in time and
mood; were the occupational education community to react too precipitously it
might encounter greater difficulties. What seem Td to be confirmed was that a
more global picture, over time,, was needed. Tplis, of course, underscored the
values inherent in the 00CE'S futuring thrust and, when described fer company

o managers, evoked great enthusiasm.

frP
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Communicasting
.--

.

A rather extensive overview of our efforts in "communicasting" has already
been presented under "Highlights," and need not be presented here. It is
important to note, however, the contribution of the 'SED's .Office of Occupational
and Continuing Education. AI'though no hard dollars were provided for specific
efforts to foster the development of the technology nor the campaign to support
the petition which contributed to the promulgation of the LPTV "regs," the very
existence of the Institute provided for this national contribution.

Since communications to the public in federal literature, national, state,
% and local publications, and in other forms of media, have not always given credit

to the N.Y. State Education Department and( the Office of Occupational and
Continuing Education, largely because of the complexity of the interrelationships
with CASE and CUNY and the inability of editors to comprehend them, let it be
said now. The Director and staff, by virtue of being here, were able to devote
the overtime necessary to accomplish much of-what was done. The existence of
physical resources, as well, enabled much utilization,during "down time." But
beyond that, there was always the forbearance and moral support of the Assistant
Commissioner and his staff, and the appreciation of a success-oriented approach,
that enabled us to carry on in the face of frequent adversity. Although the final
triumph is not yet at hand (i.e., a nationwide communicasting network schema),
materials relating' to progress of the first' configuration in Eagle Bend,

A* Minnesota, may be found in Appendix E.

4..

i
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SerVices to Schools and ;Colleges

Interactions with schools and 'colleges have continued to grow with each
succeeding year of IRDOE's operation. In addition to the increased visibility our
publications'and products have provided, and the credibility gained through them
and Institute staff presentations at national, state, and local professional
meetings, the fact that we have been in the forefront of many movements 'has
inured heavily to our benefit.- Accordingly, it is not unusual to receive calls and
letters from throughout the nation (and the - world) requesting informatidn,
explication, publidations, adVice, consultations, etc. A quick review of every
Appendix will evidence samples of the requests, sometimes reflected in "thank.
you's" for requests prelhously respondecl to. .

(---;

Basic Skills Development

While IRDOE has beeri involved in other: projects concerned with basic
skills, (e.g., MART, Career Paths), the Director has continued to serve as.Eastern
Regional Field Test Coordinator for an Education Department contract awarded
to the Cornell Institute for Occupational Education (CIOE). Our cooperati
with C1OE (a third component of the 's Researthh Coordinating Unit) in this
venture involves the oversight of pile programs in New.York.

ft

The CIOE, in seeking to identify the basic skills necessary for successful
performance of entry-level jobs in seven vocational areas, has developed
Resource and Teaching Guides which require field testing prior to final
publication. The materials include an introductory guide, Teaching Basic Skills
Through Vocational Education, anci, four additional guides covering reading, oral

ih
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communications, writing, and math skills. A separate Resource Guide provides
additional materials to help teachers meet those skill needs of secondary-level
vocational students.

Technical Assistance Workshops

IRDOE's viability as a responsive orgnization has been greatly enhanced'
throughout its ten years of existence. Each year has witnessed an ,increase in the
number and kinds of requests for technical assistance, frequ5ptly in the form of
workshops for small- and large-group, meetings.

While many such activities are carried on directly by-the OOCE, frequently
short lead-time, previous encumbrances, unavailability of certain SED personnel,
or lack of specific expertise will preclude the OOCE, from the conduct of a
particular function. On those occasions the OOCE has often furned to IRDOE
for response on short notice; by virtue of the resources available in-house, or
through the various units of CUNY or other New York City resources, we have
taken pride in being able to serve rapidly and effectively:

In addition to responding to the OOCE, and such diverse SED groups as the
Offices of Special Education and Vocational Rehabilitation, requests have come
from the U.S. Department of Labor, the N.Y.C. Mayor's Office, The Nationaj
Center for Research in Vocational Education, the Nassau County BOCES, Suffolk
BOCES, and Westchester BOCES, and diverse lay groups representing
disadvantaged or minority populations in need of assistance., Examples of the
nature of requests and the organizations served by various members of IR I OE
may be.found in Appendix F.

Presentations, Meetings, Seminars, etc.

Closely allied to the foregoing, wherein primary responsibility may have
rested with 1RDOE staff, has been the ancillary activity of contributing through
speaking engagements or conducting seminars where other organizations were
responsible for the overall conduct of a program, conference, etc. Advisory
Council activity, consultations, participation in LEA meetings, acting as
resource agents for interagency committees, and participation in national
meetings and school-work and school-community councils have also increased. A
small sample of such activity would include:

1
Northeastern Educational Research Association
American Educational Research Association
American Vocational Association
American Personnel and uidance Association
Council for Exception Children
New York State Coun elors'Association
New York Associatio for Continuing and Community Education
American Psychological Association

4
. New York State Personnel and Guidance Association

Association for Humanistic Education and Development
World Conference on Cooperative Education
New York City CETA-Vocational Education Linkage Committee
Metropolitan Guidance Information System Steering Committee

1.
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Finally, there has been the meeting of needs of various constituents
throughout the nation, and internationally, which have been responded to although
not in person. Samples of these and the former illustrations may also be found in
Appendix F.

Other Dissemination Activitie's

One would wonder why,. in light of various references to dissemination in
previous pages, there should be a need to address "other" such activities
separately. Our obligation to disseminate is not unlike the obligation one takes
on in a counselipg process, for example. Simply -fulfilling the requirement of a
grant through the completion of a project (and its dissemination component) does
not free us of responsibilities to the field any more than the counselor is freed
when a client terminates the counseling relationship and subsequently returns for
some assistance.

Moreover, the Institute, although funded by the SED, is very much an
agency unto itself in the eyes of other funding sources who provide supplemental
funding for specific projects. These constituents expect a certain continuity of
effort, as does the SED.

Accordingly, although we are not fUnd d for NYSED x equity projects, in
the 1981-82 school year, IRDOE and its ducts will besepr sented at the New
York State- Sex Equity Conference i November. Similar! IRDOE expends
effort in responding to requests for Materials, published many years ago.
"Barrier-Free Design - Accessibility for the Handicapped first yubli hed in
1974, continues as a "best-seller" (sea Appendix F).

4

Although the SED does acknowledge these dissemination obligations and

enables them in part, 'there are realistic limits. The cost of resp nding to
requests for such visual and print prOducts as the films, "Turning Points" and "A
Man's Place..." and the "SEISMIC" materials is enormous. In addition to hundreds
of dollars required for reproducing the products, there are the mailing and
insuring costs, and the secretarial time 'in mailings, billings, following up on
delinguent accounts, lost or damaged films, etc. We have, therefore, contracted
with commercial distributors for such services. To the extent possible, we
continue to serve the New York State constituents directly to minimize the
expense they would otherwise have to absorb for the service of the commercial
vendors.

Management Training Workshops

The OOCE priority to enhance the management skills of occupational
edutation personnel during the 198142 academic year required the involvement
of the Director in the exposure to the prescribed course (Model-Netics) and,
subsequently, to the Instructor Training Program in preparation for teaching it.
Although only incrementally involved during this academic year (1980-81), a
tonsiderable portion of time has been given to the preparation for conducting
four classes during 1981-82.
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IV. Contracted Services
. '

Although requests for services are; routinely responded to. by IRDOE in its
capacity as a downstate outreach of the OOCE and a component of the State's
RCU, each of the ten years of the Institute's existence has witnessed a growth in
the amount and nature of requests. At various times, in both reports of this type
and in communications to various ok ices of 'the 'SED, this writer has found it
necessary to describe the insidious nat e of this problem. Requests for the time

. .

of various IRDOE personnel, for from en Minutes of questions relating to data
interpretation to tWo days of assistance indetteloping an evaluation section of a
proposal, would not seem overburdening in aid of themselves. Multiplied by the
growing number .of requests each year, however, and coupled with the staff's
gr Wing need, to conduct programs ,and; develop proposals for other, outside,
fu ding, one can understand the dilemma,

An initial solution was to contract out for activities that would require
more timer than the InstitUte felt was reasonable on a gratis basis. Frequently
such contracts took the form of formative evaluation of a project for a year or
more, or the conduct of intensive training sessions over a weekend. As the
demands grew, the load upon existing staff became enormous, requiring
employment of additional personnel. "Overload" activities, even when
compensated for, do not always make, for efficiency, nor are they conducive to
good health. :Yet, such overload was often taken on by the relatively few staff
professionals since the timing of the requests, and the extent of tim'required
for a specific task, might not have permitted the employment of additional
personnel. .

A confluence of additional factors also contributed to ttle.`cifcumstance.
.

Chief among them Was the reduction in the number of projects carried by IRDOE
tialk year (16) as compared with 1979-80 (23), resulting in fewer professionals

4?,vavailable. This also meant the dicector's slice of the organizing pie as larger.
Additionally, in part because many of our constituents were- face with fewer
dollars and fewer peysonnel, they sought our assistance in areas heretofore
handled by them.'

..4.

An intermediate solution was to prioritize to ensure that thOse activities
we undertook would flourish, rather than spread ourselves so thin that nothing
would work well. The longer range situation, of course, would be to incre,se our:resources.

V. Retrospect and.Prospect

Although dynamic growth h a characteristic of many young establishments,
all have a slow-down or plau in common at some point in their maturational
process. Such growth' c5fhpanies as Xerox and Polaroid, for example,
demonstrated dramatic growth' in the sixties and, seventies, and hit plateaus in
their growth curves as they reached certain points in their developMent. The

'Institute, similarly, reached-a plateau this year after nine years of growth ,and, in
keeping with the problems indicated in the tbeegoing section, may evidence a

,contraction in FY '82. Shoul support be constrained further, due to federal
budget cuts and/oo private fuMing reductions created by a lagging economy, the
outlook' would be bleak. It would also feed upon itself very negatively, since
there Would be even fewer personnel outreaching for the fewer available dollars.
The ultimate result is a reduction in the number of proposals that can be

4
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generated. Proposals developed in FY '80,for FY '81 were 27;, with fewer project
personnel in FY '81, only 21 were developed for FY '82. Should IRDOE realize
ten or twelve projects for FY '82, the cutback in personnel availability would
seriously affect our ability to reach out to the breadth of funding resources and
effectively reduce the potentials for maintaining our ability to bring new monies
into the State for occupational education activities.

What is not yet known at this writing is the disposition of the executive.
Branch in the matter of the reauthorization of VEA funding. Congress has been
prone to at least maintain vocational education funding at FY '81 levels, but the

'V President has been talking of furth*ducatiorf cuts which may include
\ vocational education. Even if the.), should not, the nature of funding levels for

instruction and for program improvement may vary; IRDOE, of course, relies on
Subpart 3, program improvement, which may be considered less urgent in an
austerity-type budget.

On the positive side is the recognition by many legislators that "more of
the same" is not the answer, in this highly technological age. The more
technology, the more dramatic the change and, accordingly, the need for
program improvement services to appropriately meet the training needs of
personnel entering business and industry.

An additional ominous- problem is the portent of the dismantling of the
Education Department and the reassignment of sections to various existing
Departments. To place vocational education within the Department of Labor,
for example, might reasonably leave -it without the leadership for educational
activities and possibly relegate it to training activities for labor pools. Nor

would there be spokesmen for education generally, should the various areas
within the current structure be fragmented.

It is with consternation, therefore, that this writer departs from the upbeat
tone of the "prospect" sections of preceding years. That is not to say that
defeatism has taken hold; rather, that a greater effort will be required to
combat those forces that might diminish the gains achieve to date. Further,
that, certain additional avenues of activity for IRDOE e pursued more
aggressively. With the assistance of key professional and support staff, and
those acknowledged in the next section, these goals will be accomplished.

4

VI. Special Acknowledgments

First and foremost, a word of appreciation to Ass't. Commissioner
Gerald L. Freeborne who, in addition to being very supportive in all of our
undertakings, has recently. considered IRDOE one of his tomato plants for FY '82.

,(1-le, and othe'h who have taken the Model-Netics management course, will know
what is meant.) His faith in our ability to serve, albeit in a constrained fashion,
will be sustained.

To personnel in the Commissioner's Office of Occupational anct-Continuing
Education, whose continued cooperations have enhanced our ability. to perform,
thank you. Florence Sutler. and Dale Post-have always been ready to provide

. . 1

guidance and assistance. Bill Daggett and Bill Boudreau made certain to include
us in their leadership of the futuring activities. Alan Robertson and Jim Dunn, .

splleagues in the RCU efforts, were always at hand with data or expertise
rreecled for' various tasks. . And, quietly and efficiently, Doris Belton, John
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Obermayer and Don Dugan kept us on the ball and in. tune with SED requlations.

The postsecondary activities we en
oversight of Mike Van Ryn and Larr
Administration. It is difficult to de
ackhowledges one's professionalism and p
tasks--without overbearing direction. Perhaps it wand serve .to. say that it
results in an extra effort to insure excellence.

Members of our Advisory Council, too, continued to make therdselves
available at a moment's notice and, often, during their personal time (lunch and
dinner hours, weekends, etc.). AfthoUgh-busy schedules did prevent some from
.personal attendance at some meetings, tptg were always available by phone
and/or via the mails.

ed in received the benefit of the
Gray of ,thd Bureau of Grants

e. the value of supervision' which
ides the resources to facilitate' the

Special appreciation is extended to .Dnuty Commis$ioner Basil Y. =Scott
and Asst. Compissioner Rkhard M.' Switzer, of the Office Of Vocational
Rehabilitation, for having the confidence in the Institute to allow us to engage in
a pet project involving placement of disabled,, trained persons through a
clearinghouse approach. It also demonstrated the putting into 'action of,
verbalized determinations for interagency collaboration.

To Mary Ann Etu, Doug Adamson, and Carol Jabonaski, although we
seemingly will not be as involved for the coming year as we have been .in the
past, know that our working relationships haye always been enjoyed and that, if
only informally, we will continue to cooperate in ventures that enhance civil
rights an ex-equity.

For continued high Interest and cooperation, more thanks to the Directors
of OccupOlione Education from the "Large Five Cities" and thoseB0CgS of, an
urban nature. Working with them has been a contribution to the writer's personal*
growth as well as, hopefully, to theirs. a

- Ahd, to the professional and support staff of IRDOE, Many, many thanks,
for giving so, much. Although the trials. and tribulations frequently raised
hackels, we have endured and prospered due to your organizational commitment.

Finally to Melanie Bentley, who "hangs in there" with. all of us, :who
harangues and consoles, who picks up the pieCes' and reorders them when
appropriate, and who somehow manages to stay together herself despite our
inadequacies, "you are something else."
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College of Filaation
DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL
AND TECHNICAL-EDUCATION

August 26, 1980

Bert Flugman, Project Director
CASE Institute for Research and

Development'in Occupational Ed.
City University of New York
New York, NY 10036

Dear Mr. Flugman:

;

345 id...0011,:11 10410
Urbane III rt 618'1
217) 331 00,

You, are invited to participate as a member or the educational leadelldp
team from your state in the Eastern Regional. eadership Training
Institute for Vocational and Special Education. Involvement in this
Institute will be important in shaping state policies that will
ultimately imPrOvethe quality and quantity of vocational education
opportunities for persons with special needs.

On November 16-18, 1980, the University of Illinois is conduiting'the
seventh in a series of Leadership Training Institutes in Philadelphia,

' Pennsylvania. Thege Institutes are being conducted on a regional basis
and are designed to facilitate communication between state leaders
representing vocational education, special education, vocational,

,rehaoilitation, state advisory counr1.1s, disabled individuals, and
teacher educaEors. Selected participants from the states ot Delaware,
Now .Jersey, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania are being invited to
participate in this Institute.,

C

The Leadership Training Institute Project is funded by the Division of
Personnel4Preparation, Office of Special Education, U.S:Education .

Department. The focus of the Eastern Institute will be "Business
Sector/Vocational Educatia4Special Education Linkages." The enclosed
attachr:ent provides a description of the Leadership Training Institute
(LT1) purpose, format, and the appropriate rcgistration iniormation.

Your immediate attention to registration for
4

the Institute and securing .

hotelaccommodations is important since the conference 1,, invitational
and rooms available for LT1 participant are limited. We urge you to
register by October 20, 1980 It you have further qdestions about the
conference, please call Dr. J31et Treichel at (217) 333-2325.

14%

We hope to see you in Philadelphia.

Sincerely,

L. Allen Phelps
istant and Director

Leadership Training Institute/
Vocational and Special Education

Enclosure
LAP:skf

NO.
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This year, 1980-1981, we arc engaged in the secondstage of a three year project to provide inserviceeducation to'high school staffs about the career needsof handicapped students. Funded by the (now) Of-fice of Special Education and Rehabilitative Servicesof the U.S. Department of Education, the prdjectgrew out of early projects we conducted, where,over a' period of five years, we trained counselors towork with special education students. 1.1 om those
projects, we realized that the school must change incertain way.; if handicapped youth are to have fullopportunity to realize their educational and vocation-al capabilities.

The central purpose of this project is ultimatelyto increase the participation of students with dm-. abilities in those programs and activities in the highschool that contribute to career and vocational develop-ment. This includes industrial arts and vocationalshops, related academic courses, vocational counseling,
co-op pregiams, field trips, and any other activitythat contributes to the optimal development ofstudents in the career area.

rile contribution of this project toward thatultimate goal is by means of inservice educationof the faculty of each participating high school. Morespecifically, a team was established in each school.including vocational, academic, and special educators,counselors and administrators. Called the "gate-keepers," this team can direckty or indirectly opengates in the school foi special Nucation studentsdirectly through their work assignment at the schooland through their recommendations to the administra-tion, and indirectly through their outreach tocolleagues.
Concretely, the project concentrated on oneborough each year-1 he Bronx in 1979-1980, andQueens in 1980-1981. With the guidance of theOffice- of the Borough Superintendent of HighSchools and the Borough and Central Offices ofSpecial Education, we identify five high schools in /that borough. In conSultation with each schoprincipal, a .team of six persons was selectc 'he

Expand ing Career
Opportunities for

High School Special
Education Students:

An inservice Education
. Project

Bert Flugman, Ph-.D.
Leo Goldman, Ph.D.
David Katz, Ph.D.

Institute for Research and Development Centerfor Advanced Study in Education Graduate Schooland University Center City University of New York

ft
team members are professionals who have a commit-ment to the goals of the project and who are able toplay an influential role in the school whether throughtheir official status or their informal leadership roleamong their colleagues.

The major activity of the project was a year-longseries of workshop meetings with the five combinedteamsbiweekly and rotating the meetings amongthe schools. The topics of the meetings in the firstyear of the project were:
$elf-exploration of attitudes toward disabilitythrough sensitizing activities and exercises.
A dialogue with parents of special education
students regarding their needs, concerns and hopesfor their childreni.s.ctiture.

A dialogue with special education students regard-ing their career and vocational aspirations,.
Analyzing current school based vocational/careerservices and programs for special educationstudents., Formulating tentative team programgoals for the year.

An overview of disability (physical, learning,emotional and mental retardation) and its implica-,tionsfor school based career/vocational programs.
A theory of career maturity and its applicationto special education students.
An overview of career education and vocationalprograms for special echsation students in NewYork City Public Schools. '
A dialogue with upper echelon special educationadministration regarding implementing or en-hancing school based Vocational/career programs.

Career counseling resources for special education
students, school based and off-site,
Exemplary career-education (and occupationaLex-ploration) programs for special education students,including self-contained career education schools.

(Continued on Page 2)
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Exemplary vocational education programs and
practices for special education students in the
regular high sch000l.

A dialogue with upper eche on regular education
administration (19 principals from the Bronx)
regarding implementing or enhancing school based
vocational/career programs for special education
students.

Exemplary vocational education programs and
practices for special education studentsthe
BOSES model.

Industry and its involvement in training and hiring
special education students.

Agency, resources and their vocational services for
special education students.

The biweekly sessions were designed to be informa-
Ve and stimulating. Each meeting included some for -
al presen)ation. and some small group activities to

discuss implications and to plan for the future. At
,each session, some written materials were distributed
tar the participantsarticle reprints, description
resources, etc. At most sessions, teams met together for

- a brief period to discuss thimplications of that day's
subject matter for their:school.

Each team member selects 10 colleaguesthe
multiplyees as they are calledwho are a kind of net-
work for dissemination. The project staff provides
team. members with brief reprints and other materials
for dissemination to their multiplication network.
The multiplier process, was a most difficult one to
implement because of the busy schedules of those
involved. Therefore, the ..maltiplication effect of
seminar activities during the first lear was limited
mainly to distribution of those materials bteam
members to their multiplyce colleagues and occasional
conversations.

In the week between workshop meetings, senior
project staffvisited the participating schools.and met
informally with team members to help them plan

. the projects they developing for their schools.
During the couise_of- the year, team members

were asked to inventory theipschool's vocational and
career programsboth those conducted entirely for
special education students and those regular educa-
tion programs in which special education students
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were mainstreamed. By comparing notes, the teams
received valuable ideas from each other and were
stimulated to recommend additional programs in
their schools.

Rather extensive evaluation was .donegtluring the
course of the first year. Specially constructed
questionnaires Were developed to tap attitudes and
information regarding handicapped people, and the
respondent's professional activities involving handi-
capped students. These questionnaires were ad-
ministered to team members and multiplyees on a
pre and post basis; comparison of pre and post
data suggested positive changes during the course of
the year..

Another form of evaluation consisted of a five-
minute brainstorming kind of feedback at the end of
each workshop"how did things go today?" These
were used in a formative manner to modify later work-
shops.

Finally, a team of outside consultants was engaged,
They visited one workshop and several school sites
and interviewed. most of the participants. They pre-
pared an extensive report which is being, put to use
in the second year 'of the project. One major
conclusion, confirming the project staff's own con-
clusion, was that the special education coordinator
for the school is perhaps the single most tritical force,
on that school's team. That person's cominitment to
the project's aims seems to be an extremely
important influence on the involvement of other team
members and on the impact of the project on the
school.

One of the most important outcomes of this pro-
ject is its demonstration of the great value of an
interdisciplinary team functioning as a special educa-
ion committee for the school. With vocation/career
know-hos4 on the team, there is opportunity for
continuous study, communication, and recommenda-
tion regarding the needs of the special education
program in relation to the resources of the school
and community.

As this is written, we are beginning the second
year of the project. The positive response of school
staff, both in the Bronx and Queens, is gratifying,
and it appears that the projeCt has had an impact on
participating schools. During this second year, we will
Maintain contact with the Broni schools as con-
sultants to help them implement the`pr.,jests they
defined as their goals for this year.
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NEWSLETTER
The University of the State of New York

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ArDiv..).sion of Occupational Education Planning, Reseirch & Evaluatio

Albany,.New York 12234

Vol. 13 No.
S

November/December 1980

Career Counseling & Job Placement of Disabled Students at Two-Year Colleges': A GuideO

Edited by Jay Watkiffs, a guide has been produced at the Institute for Research
and Development in Occupational Education (IRDOE), Center for Advanced Study in
Educatibn, at the Graduate School and University Center of The City University of
view York. The SED-authorized and VEA-funded

11-
covar-th-ert-cOpicir- 'counseling services for the disabled client, job placement of
disabled students, de-stereotyping, familiarizing the employer with alternative
accommodatiods, development of job seeking skills, and helping prepare for the job

authors;, David Katz, Bert Flugman, and Leo Goldman, have provided valuable
indices which include an annotated bibliography. The manual itself can be of value
in secondary school ancl.college placement practices and in many other wars, e.g.:

- As a resource for fultilling Section 504 requirements of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973.

- As a guide 'for inservice training of student personnel staff.

- As a resouce forb-increasing the employment potential bf d:saoled students.

- As a resource for sensitizing the college community to the needs of disabled
students.

. S.,
a

,

1- ,..s. s guide for fostering college and industry partners-hip activities.Pk

2,1though much ofthe information is neared to the needs of the disabled, the
.;uide's point of view_is that disabled 'workers must deVelop the _same basic skills teat
nondisabled workers need In order to be comcetitive in the job market.

ti `such of the materal'in the document. is presented in the' format of interchange
=on.; *college staffs, emploY,ers, and students. This format reflects the oria'.,,n vf.
7UC.r pf materill in worksnoos, zonferences, and ttaining 5ro3rams. In :::is for -la:
::ncens are'art:culated, the alternatives ;re :resented, te issues are de.-,,ated, the

re lns.,ared where possible, and :be facts are Listed. All, of the anecdotes
oresented in the Guide are real.

:0-1.1:,:e'at:or: Is available :ror ER:c, or :H.o7.1 1: :RYE,
. :ork, 1003o.

- 'see oe2e 3)
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April 20, 1981.

Rochester Institute of Technology

Institute College
Center for Community/Junior College Relations .

Dr. Lee Cohen

CASE Institute for Research FDivelopment
'In Occupational Education
33 West 42nd Street

'New York, NY 10036

One Lomb Memorial Orive
Rochester, New York'14623
716-475-2001

Dear' Dr. Cohen:

On behalf of the participants in our Workshop on SUCCESS' WITH HANDICAPPED STU-DENTS, I want to thank you for the excellent presentations made by Dr. Goldman
and Dr.. FLugman. Their contributions to the Workshopon April 9 at Nassau
Community College were very helpful to the group. The extended questions and
discussions attest to the high value of their presentation and answers to- their
-queStians.

I regret that due to the timing of,khe meeting, and my late arrival that day, Iwas unable to provide even a small compensation as lunch for them.

I thank you and them very much for their contributions to this particular pro-
ject.

Sincerely,

/'

R. L. Rinehart, Director

Center for Community/4untor,
College Relations A

RR:p

-

cc: Or. Leo
,

Gol4t9i11`,

- Dr. 'Bert Flugmanir
.;/.e.:';`"1:'

--

Iv

/01.1!
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SATISFYING EMPLOYMENT
*NEEDS OF DISABLED

SCHOOL LEAVERS IN THE

UNITED KINGDOM

In law and as government policy.
education is today increasingly being
recognized as the disabred individual's
right. Within the past several years, a
number of forces have impelled atten
tion to the higher education needs and
expectations of handicapped people. A
major outcome of these efforts has been
newly issued regulations which man-
date schools,and colleges to follow non
discriminatory policies in admissions
and recruitment, academics, services
and general treatment of disabled
students.

In responding to these regulations,
secondary and post secondary institu
tions have developed a varieq of ap
proaches to recruiting disabled
students, modifying on campus
facilities and instruction, 'organizing
support services and assisting han
dicapped students obtain employment.
It is this last mentianed compoacnt..
employment, that his 'been perceived -

as being unable to satisfy a basic expec-
tation of the disabled secondary school
graduate that he or she will be
able lo compete with non disabled ih
sectiring a job and beginning a career

The overall purpose of this study was
to'investigate the strategies used in
dividually and/or cooperatively among
the blisineis/labor rommunities, won
dary and post-secondary schools and
government agencies that promote the
training and hiring of handicapped
school leavers in the United Kingdom.

249

by Dr. pavid Katz,

Special Schools vs. Comprehensive
Schools

In recent years.,and certainly since
the issuance of the Warnock Committee
Report' on education of handicapped
students, there is an increasing effort
on the part of advocacy groups for the
disabled to integrate disabled students
into regular schools. .The extremist
point of view among the protagonists
is that, with few exceptions, everybody
should be placed in a regular schootset-
ting.-There is a feeling among some
special educators that these avid ad.
vocates would like to abolish any type
of special education that is provided in
separate schools and -would have all
older disabled students placed-in corn
prehensive schoois. Those who favor
retention of a long standing tradi-.

: 3 8

44

tion, special schoolsstate that the
placement of disabled .students in a
comprehensive school doesn't
automatically result in integration and
contend that having a great many han
dicapped in any 'one school might well
change thg "character" of that institu
tion. In .some ways, the argument
relating to "chahge a school's
character," is very much analogous to,,
the pointof-view voiced- in some
American communities when schools in
middle class areas 5-were confronted
with an infusion of ethnic n:inority
group children. There the argument
hinged on the phenomenon of "tipping"
which implied that when a school went
beyond an undefined percent of minori
ty 'group students, it would gp the

t balance and consequently change the
"nature" of the school.

O
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In responding to the question of in-
tegration of disabled students, the War-
nock Committee Report identifies,
three groups of handicapped students
for whom Provision in special schools is
likely to be needed in the future: 1)
those with sever or complex
disabilities who relguire special
facilities and expertise that cannot be
provided in ordinary schools, 2) those
Kith severe emotional and behavioral

' disorders whose behavior is so extreme
or unpredictable that it causes disrup-
tion in an ordinary 'school or inhibits
educational progress of other children,
and 3) those with less severe
disabilities, often in combination, who
despite special help do not perform well
in an ordinary school and are more like-
ly.to do well in the more intimate set
ting of a special school'

r.

Dated Katz. Ph.D. is Project lirector at the
Institute for Research and Development to
Occupational Education of the Center for Ad.
vaned Study in Education at the Graduate
School and University Center of the City'of
New York.

Spring-Summer 1981

Discussions with' teachers and ad,
ministrators in special education,
rehabilitation professionals, social der-
vice personnel and disabled students.
regarding separate schooling yielded
the following arguments.

Arguments for having special
schools:

It allows students to grow and
develop at thpir own pace.
There is a comprehensive and
competent care staff to provide,
support and training in activities_
of daily living.
It provides disables students an
environment during their adoles-
cent years which is emotionally
and socially supportive..

It provides parents an oppor-
tunly to rest and recuperate'
from the intense and prolonged
demands of rearing a child who
needs aroundtheclock support.
Learning how to relate to disabl-
ed peers is'a first step in learn-
iiigivow to interact more easily

with those in the able bodied
world.

Disabled students would be
"lost" in a large comprehensive
school.

Spending time away from home
encourages students to develop
a full array of social skills since
many disabled students, because
of well meaning, but overprotec-
tive parents, are not allowed to
achieve their full potential.

Arguments against special schools:
Separation is unnatural and/or
unrealcommunities aren't
divided into two discrete worlds
of ablebodied and disabled.,

The earlier the young disabled
person learns how to relate to
those in the nondisabled world,
the easier the transition intothe
community at large will be.
When visiting home on school
holidays disabled students have
.few friends to whom they can
relate. They lose touch with
their local community.

CONTINUES
29
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Sponsors A Conference
In Recognition of the International

Year of the Disabled

' June 11, 1981

Dowling College
Max and Clare Fortunoff Hall

Idle Hour Boulevard
Oakdale, New York 11769

Program,

8:30-9:30

Registration

Continental Breakfast

9:30-10:30

Welcoming Address,

Keynote Address

Dr. Francis Gidon Berko
N.Y.S. Advocate for the Disabled

COordinator of the State Commission
On the Internetional Yeas
of the Disabled Person

10:30-12130 Mornini Workshops

12145-2:00 Lunch

2:00-400 Afternoon Workshops.,

-40- '

AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS
2,0t P.M. - 4:04 P.M.

Workehop,01

Independent Living, A N. Aperoech

Panelists
Jane Rosen, Project Dire tot

L.I. Ctr. for I pond 1 ng
Na

Mr. Vatricio Figueroa, Exacu ive Dir.
N.Y. Ctr. of Independent

Die...brad, N.Y.

Doug lnnter, Ph.D., Executive Director
Ctr. for Independent Living, ResoUrbe
fnr the ILderly Visually'-HandlcaPdad

Workshop E
. Rehabilitation

Ag,International Persperlive

Panelists
David Kate, Projectirector

lnntitute for Research & Development
in Occupetienal Education

Ctr. for Adva;?cod Study in Education,,
Graduate School & Univ. Ctr., C.U.N.Y.

-rawford, Director
Clinical itenearcr--&-Development
Rockladd Research Institute

Judy Smith
Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor
Office of Vocational Pehabilitation

'ioxingtnn School for the Deaf

Workshop F

';exuality and the Handi.apped
4

Panelists
Iris Levine, Rehabilitation Counselor

North Shore University Hospital

Noellw Skidmore

Rehabilitation Counselor
North Shore University Hospital
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Resources for Developing Career Counseling and. Placement
Programs for College Students with Physical Disabilities

, #441-- Compiled by the Career Development for the Handicapped Project, funded through
-, the Florida Division of Employment and Training t
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A Project of United Cerebral Patsy of Florida, Inc.
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"In addition tclithe student's primary physical disability the counselor
must be sensitive to'other factors Which may affect the counseling pro-
cess such as age, racial, minority or ethnic group, deficient English
language skills, special disabilities, and secondary disabling conditions.
Also, the recently disabled student will have counseling needs that are dir
ferent from those of someone wno has been disabled since birth."

Goldman, Leo; Flugman, Bert. Occupaticfnal Counseling for Physically
capped Students: A Demonstration and Training Project, City University of
New York/New York Institute for Research and Development in Occrottonal

.Education New York, New York, 1976

Katz, David, Flu.gman, Bert; Goldmdn Leo. Career Counseling and Job Place-
ment of Disabled at Two.-Year Colleges: A Guide, City University of
New York Institute for esearch and Development in Occupational Education,
New York, New York, 1979

Updograff_David R,, _Ed.; & Others. Career Development for the Waring 1m.
paired: Proceedings of TWo National Working Conferences, Model Secondary
School for,the Deaf, Washington, D.C., 1978.

/
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The three groups were repreiented as six workshops spread out over a two
year period. Each workshop focused on different occupational cluster
reflecting programs offered at the colleges as well as expressed interests of
the students.

The following activities were Incorporated In the conferences:

1. Large group sessions during which participants made presentations.
Topics addressed by businessliabor/govemment participants included job
market trends within the Industry; personnel pracjjces, and current efforts
io =recruit and employ handicapped. persons. Community college par-
ticipants presented overviews of the function of the college in the com-
munity, the variety of occupational programs offered, and the rdie and
functions of student personnel. The large group sessions were also used
by the conference organizers to present information about tax credit pro-
grams, productivity of disabled workers, and so on.

2. Small group sessions: The groups were heterogenous to stimulate interac-
tion.
A. Groups generated and rank-ordered critical concerns in employing the

handlca Indivi.
B. Problem solving sessions. Participants were provided with problem

situations and asked to generate solutions. The problems ranged
from dealing with less than positive reactions from co-workers and
supervisors to dealing with "unasked" questions during the Job inter-
view.

1C. Case student analysis with input from all three role groups.
D. Designing employer orientation program.

3. Role reversal activities.

For mow Information, write:
CIPHER 11
New Yoric institute for Research and

" Development in Occupational Education
City University of New York
33 West 42nd`Stred
New York, New York 10036

The University of California at Riverside has developed an internship program
for students with disabilities. The program strives to develop a productive in-
terdependence among students, employers, and the university. The benefits to
each group are summarized as follows:

For Students
To broaden the traditionally limited range of educational directions, and
to increase students, application of their academic backgrounds to vac-
tic..I real-world experiences; - ,

To clarify educational goals early in their academic experience rather
than their last two years of undergraduate work;
To provide significant work experience relevant to professional careers;
To increase self-confidence and develop personal, communication', and
other workleiated skills;

..
To prepare students to write resumes and letters of recommendation for
graduate school and/or career placement;
To acquaint students with the job Interview process through the use of
mock interviews and multimedia equipment. ,-

For Employers
To demonstrate the potential capabilities of students with disabilities.
To provide motivated interns who may conduct projects and perform ac-
ilvitieslhaf empi yers' resources may not allow. Al

To conduct rkshops and to share information with employers on
hiring the perso with a disability.

Internship Program

Empowering Diversity 47
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follow. Instead of cajoling and exhorting employers, the NTID placement staff
identify what they can provide for the employers arid use advertising and pro-
motion techniques to convince employers that It is in their best interests_ to
create equal employment opportunities. "While individuals in rehabilitation
and education have good intentions their behavior has not always been
perceived by employers as congruent with their needs. For years employers
have been Inundated with requests and even demands to modify their modus
operand!. While these demands have been justified, they have not served.Well
to build professional, non-emotional relationships that Impact positively upon
successful participation of handicapped individuals in organizational en.
'vironments." (Maguran, 1978, p. 185)

Ate
In order tserve employers as well as students, placement staff must develop
ongoing utually berieficial relationships with them. "NTID learned that our
placement professionals must be aware of the needs of the deaf, but also-be
equally alert to the needs of prospective employers. We found It Imperative for
our staff to be strongly skilled in understanding the complexities, subtleties,
and dynamics of modem organizations is. well as understanding the deaf.

ret-the-exottisiert-ef-the-otberi----
most certainly diminishes the probability of success for each. Today's profes-
sional employment development and placement person must Indeed have a
wide array of skids. S(he) must be a coach, counselor, manager, change agate
quality controltspecialist, and marketeer." (Maguran, 1978, p. 165) The specific
strategies used by the NTID Include a team approach to placement utilizing
three teams. The following summary is oversimplified but reflects the general
approach.

1. Occupational Research Team
Duties: Research labor market and economic projections. 'Identify and
contact prospective employers

2. Employment Development Team
Duties: Work with those employers in an effort to lead them to reexamine
their attitudes, as we as their procedures. This Is viewed as a long
process.

3. Career Piecemen1 Team
Duties: ,iltiate contact .with students soon after admission. Provide OC
cupational Information. Provide information 'about the job search Con-
ference with 'employment specialist (after student has completed coop
prog '1ms) about possible 'placement. COntact organizations which have
been working with the employment development team.

For more information, write:
National Technical Institute for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, New York 14623

A project called C.I.P.H.E.R., College and Industry:. Partners In the an C.I.P.H.E.R.
capped Employmen't Role, has developed a conference model which .pr. Ides '
a way to initiate long-term relationships with employers and to increas \the
employment of handicappect students..Groups represented at the R.
conferences were:

1, The business/labor/government community
2. Community College personnelacademic, personal and career

counselors, job placement "officers, job development officers, "coor-
dinators for the disabled, deans of student personnel

3. Disabled students

The organizers of this project also coneteptuallzed the relationship between
theie.three groups. In marketing terms. The employers are the "buyers", the
community colleges are the "sellers" and the disabled students are the "pro-
ducts". The goal. Is to Increase-the "marketability" of the product.

V

rnpowering Diversity
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Design activities for training in Job search skills Which address the special
needs of disabled job-searchers.

To offertraining In self-advocacy
To encourage development of a positive self-concept
To provide opportunities for grouplupport

t Building lib Interview Skills: A Cdunselor's Guide

I "How to Discuss Your Handicap Effectively During a Job interview" (Hand-
out or Script for Audiotape)

I "Interviewing Tips for Students with Disabilities" (Handout or Script for
Audiotape)

I "Resume Writing Tips for Students with Disabilities" (Handout or Script for
Audiotape)

.

-

I Resource Collection: "Legal Rights" (See Strategy for Change 1)

Strategy for
Change 3
Purposes

Resources

Resource Collection: "AccommodationsiAdaptiye 'Equipment" (See Strategy
for Change 2)

Unit 5: The Cgmmunity
Unit 4: The Employe
Disabled Graduates
Mutual Assistance Buddy System as described in Azrin, Nathan H. and

Beasealel, Victoria: Job Club Counselor's Manual; Baltimore: University Park
Press, n.d. (Job Clubs have been found to be over 90% effective in obtaining
Jobs for varied subpopulations Including the handicapped. The book offers
specif!c procedures to be followed by the counselor and the Job seeker. It In-
cludes many printed forms, outlines, sample scripts, and schedules to
simplify performance of the standardized activities.)

Building Job Interview Skills: A Counselor's Guide
Job placement personnel may use a nurittier of?activities to help students
develop interview skills. Among them are the following:

Formal instruction, when appropriate, using staff from other departments
such as business or speech-

Viewing and listening to audio and video rrordings (or the people
themseives),of:
1. employers who describe what they look for in Job applicants
2. disabled people who present analytical or Informal accounts of suc-

cessful and unsuccessfUl Job interviews

Most valuable, however, is for disabled students to experience actual or\
simulated Job interviews and thorn° be debriefed in order to learn as much as
possible from the. experiences. The following sections describe such
experiences.

A wide range of job interview simulatiOn exercises are useful in workshop set-
t:ngs with disabled students:

Shidents (and sometimes the group leader) take turns role'playirib the
parts of employer and Job applicants. in some instances, these interviews
are videotaped (audiotaped for blind students) and ,played back so
students can analyze their performance.

'Reprinted froalCareei Counseling and Job Placement of Disabled Students
at Two-Year Colleges: A Guide, by permission of D. Katz, B. Flugman,
Goldman, City University of New York/Institute for Research and Development
in Occupational Education, New York, New York, 1979.

51
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BROOKE
COMMUNIITY

COLLEGE
BINGHAMTON. N. Y. 13902
PHONE (507) 772-5000

Learning Resources Center

December 1, 1980

Mr. Claude R. Beller
TVG Productions
1697 Broadway
New York City, N. Y. 10019

Dear Mr. Beller,

rof

I am returning "A Man's Place.. I'hlve sent my review
of it to BooklIst.

"A Man's Place" is realistic, sensitive, believable and
interesting.

Thank you for sending it to' me.

Sincerely,

66

Lawrence A. Jenkins
Coordinator of Media Services
and Media Librarian

-49-
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nEl AWARE-CHENA

B 0 C
BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Enhancing the quality of education through shared services
Vocational, Handicapped, Health & Adult Education Media Services Staff Development

DR FREEMAN A VAN WICNLER
ExECUTIVE OFFICER

December 5, 19$0

CHENANGO CENTER R D 3 L RIVER ROAD NORWICH N Y 13$15 607 334 2771

a

Lee Cohen, Director
Institute for Research Ad Development in

Occupational Education
33 West 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036

Dear Mr. Cohen:

Thank you for your letter granting us permission to transfer to video-
tape on a no-fee ba)sis the film "A Man's P1ace9,...t

We agree to the stipulations outlined by` you and have enclosed one of
our Permission for Videotape Duplication forms verifying this.

Me shall look forward to receiving the film for transfer and will re-
turn it promptly.

Si ere

Robert E. Taylor, Di ector
Educational Communications

lc

enc.

\
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DIVISION OF EDUCAI NAL COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
DelawareChenang Board of Cooperative Educational,Services

PERMISSION OR VIDEOTAPE DUPLICATION

To: wthe Graduate School & University Center Date: 11/26/80

of the City University Of New York ,

Center for Advanced Study in ESucation
Institute for Research'& Development :ip Occupational Education 4..

33°West 42 Street, New York.10036

ou .4 ders that you will grant the.Division of Educational Communications, Delaware-Chenango,

SOCES, i errnission for ee videotape duplication rights, solely for educational use in our component schools;
far the following audiovis programs:

a

A Man's Place..."

. E. -' recipient of a videotape reprint of "A Man's Place..." will be advised that
e Research Foundation, CONY, is the holder of the copyright, and that any sub-

)

sequent reproduction requires permission of the holder.' -,

We will safely return, in good order, the film you send us to-transfer.
N A .

In consideration of your making these programs available to us, it is understood and agreed upon that:
. .

1. The Division of Educational'Communications and Technology of the Delaware-Chenango BOCES is a
nonprofit cooperative audiovisual library funded by its component schools.

2. We will copy, the materials exactly as they appear on the programs from beginning to end including all
opening and ciosing credits. Completed videotape copies wilt not- be altered by any means.

. 3. We will make theie videotape progtanis available only to the public schools participating in our videotape
library and solely for-educational use in those schools., . . . ,

4. We will ease the videotaped copies of these programs upon your written request. _

5. We will supply you with annual reports of the circulation and use of these videotape programs or accomo-

date to the .best of our ability, your existing data gathering mechanism.

6. See above*
, - /

,

;14--,

u: t t,..,,li . ,

c.... -
i J/

Rd. / ,""A

"Robert E. *X0iRgkk1/494, oi tor

Ta 1 or
Educational Comm ications

PERMISSION FOR VIDEOTAPE DUPLICATION GR

(Signed)

(Date)

(Position)

Please sign and return the Yellow copy

You may retain-the.whA copy for your files.

DISPOSITION. WHITE :: Sponsor Copy

BAIMIX95)(0, Director Robert E. Taylor
Division of Educational Communications & Technology
Delaware-Chenango BOCES
R.D. 3, East River Road
Norwich, New York 13815

r

YELLOW Signature Copy PINK :: Office Copy
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-Noel A Lows

Principal

HERBERT H. LEHMAN HIGH SCHQOL
3000-Eatt Tremont Avenue, Bronx, New York 10461

Dr. Lee Cohen,
btor, CASE1IRDOE.

COY Graduate Center
33 West 42 Street .

NewYork, N.Y.. 10036

Evelyn Wexler, Guidance4Counselor

i

June 2,-,1981

PHONE

824-0500

ext. 59

Dear Dr. Coen

If there is any possible way that You can send me a copy (copies?)

of Project' SEISMIC, I would appreciate it very much.

I have been,a guidance counselor for may years and a supervisor of

ZU4danCe,inteinS for ColumbiaTeachers College-. I am also the founder /

organizer of anAipcoming chapter of OWL (Older Women's League) and a

It

correspondent of feminist leaders in other parts of the world.
. -

-/Anlymateri d send me would Whelpful to me and to -them.

. Sincerely youo

O

'
Evelyn exler,,

Guidance Counselor
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C .CHEINRIGO FORKS CENTRAL SCHOOLS'
Box 204A, Gordon Drive, R.D.#3, Binghamton, New York 13901 (607) 648 -8511 °

Norman J.: Sweeney
SuDertntendent of Schools

April 6, 1981

Ms. Anita Baskind, Project Director
CASE/Institute-for Research & Development

in Occupational Education
City. University of New York
33 West 42 Street
New York, NY 10036

Dear Anita:

On behalf of Mrs. Anne Higginbottom, Mr. Ron Decosse and
Mr. William Ryan I wish to thank you for the opportunity to
attend the Project SEISMIC Conference at the Hidden Valley
Ranch in lake Luzerne, NY.

I think*we gained a great deal by attendance and, hopefully,
we will'be able to pass on to other members of our staff some
of the important areas of concern that were stressed at the
workshop.

.Thank-you,,.again, for holding this conference and allowing us
2 to atfend.

NJS:bke

Sincerely yours,

Norman J. Sweeney,
4 Superintendent of Schools

?MN
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Dr. William J. McPhee
Superintendent

SHRLB ON< N.Y 10588
BRIAN L.. GOULD

Principal

April 198I

BARRY A. BEEBER
Asst. Principal

. \a i ta bask ind

Pro j t rector' SI !MI('

Center for \dvaneed Study in I due ttion

tut e for Recearch and Deve I opettelit

in cupa t tong I I (Inc .1 i on

7+; ht ,t 4.2nd .

\ eh l u r Y. 11413(1

hca'r \nita:

SUSAN Pk BLEAKLEY
Dean of Students

ROBERT MAHER .

Acting Dean of Students

Tel (914) 528-0600

nu :Kind f of t he I akela lid School t , I. would like to thank you and a I I

int :)It ed In preparing the Project SI.1SMI L on ference . Your care and concerti
in mak ng the .1trangements and in rp,an lig the pro ray; -for 1 he two day
conference were obv i ow,as each event proceeded quite smooth I> . Indeed; we
would have enjoed lingering oicr the materials and having'more time to
discuss lic: os of change with colleagues from other schools; however,
time

We are looking forward to
prepared.

working with the materials which were

Hopefully our team wIll continue to look fon further resources to-continue
the task of dincloping awareness, crating a climate suitable to change and
,,tipporting thoi.e eager to change.

Sincireiy,

Judith Ann uaran
Chairperson
History; Language epartment.;

-54-
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*sin,

\."* AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE ALFRED, NEW YORK 14802
111

Office of Resource Development William S. Mombert, Jr., Director
Phone: (607) 871.6252

4

STATE UNIVERWTY OF NEW YORK'

April 13, 1981

CASE Institute for Research and
Development in Occupational

..- Education.
Graduate School and University

Ceriter, CUNY
33 West 42 Street
New York, NY 10036

. .

Would you please add my name to your mailing list for future issues
of "Message on Occupational Educational".

I recently read your issue 411 dealing with Sex Equity in
Occupational Education, and look forward to future issues.

c.

Yours very truly,

'''s L. - -..,--1-1..., , 4 . ..

William S. Mombert, Jr'.
Director of Resource Development '/ ,,k

WSM/eam

-57- GO
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May 18, 1981

Jko

SPECIAL EDUCATION TRAINING RESOURCE CENTER

F

Institute for Research and Development
in Occupational Education
33 West 42nd Street
New York, New York
10036

Dear Sir/Madam,

r.

We have a copy, No. 2 April 1981, of MOE (Message on Occupational

Education), and find it very interesting

Would it be possib),e for you to place us.on your mailing list?

We would appreciate any consideration you could-jive to us.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

1 4

Mr. Richard M. Fedor
SETRC Coordinator

r

Sb

1,roome-Delaware-Tioga Bt CES
1.iper Glenwood Road

:,.int-lhanton, New York 13902

Richard M. Fedor,

-58- Training, Specialist
(607) 729-9301, ext. 362
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NEW YORK STATE

ADVISORY COUNCIL

ON VOCATIONAL. .

EDUCATION

1104, 99 WASHINGTON AVENUE ALBANY, NEW YORK 12230

MARGARET CHARMS BAIRD

President'

518.474-0677.

May 29, 1981

Mr. Lee Cohen, Director
CASE IRDOE'
Graduate School and University
Center, CUNY
33 West 42 Street
New York, New York 10036'

Dear Lee:

Thanks very much for your MOE. The April 1981 Message is

one which I wo

and discussi

WALLACE M. VOG,I

Executive Dirste''tor

518-474-91149

iate having .30 copies of for distribution

s of our Council.

Hope all co

*a lb
I

11. Thanks' r keeping us informed..

0 0

incerely,

Wallace M. Vog

Margaret C. Baird Dolores Bechtel Carl D. Berry Wendell N. Boddon Charles E. Callahan A. Thomas Castelli

Eli E. Cohen Kenneth F. Delphey Lawrence M. Deno Elliott E. Ellis Susan Gover Thomas Y. Hobart, Jr.

Marjorie Pi. Longley Bernadette McCann Richard J: McDonald Sr. EdMunetto P:tesny Arlen* R. Penfield
Eugene T. Ravine Raymond J. Richardson Cdnwlius V. Robbins Joon Shwartz Joyce tabb; Ruth Tiff& Robert C. Watson.

.

-59-
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS AND COUNSELING

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
4505 MARYLAND PARKWAY LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89154 (702) 739-3253

May 29, 1981

.CASE Institute for Research ey

and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate School. and University Centet,CUNY
ATTN: Lee Cohen, Director
33 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

Dear Mr, Cohen,

I would greatly appreciate xeceiving 25 copies of
Message.on OccupatiOnal.Educatioff (MOE) #2,, Abril, 1981,
for a workshop I will be conducting in August.

Thank you very, much.

Verdun Trione
Professor, 'Oounseling.Educaeion

4.

-60-
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The Graduate School-and Oniversitytenter
of the Elf ty Univers.ly of New Yo

Colter for Advanced Study in Education
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
33 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036 V
(212) 221-3895, -3896

June 8; .1981.

Prof. Verdun Trione
,College of Education
University of'Nevada, Las Vegas
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154.

Dear Prof. Trione:

Enclosedfind the 25 Copies of MOE q2 re
May 29. I hope they will serve your wor

1

uested in your letter of
shop well.

Just incidentally, there-is someone on your campus that is indirectly
. responsible for the MOE. Bob Sedcendorff, currently directing the

SED's RCU, had funded this Institute when he was this state's
vocational director. Please give him my regards, should you set him.

, Encl.

-61-
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Sincerely,

e

.c

Lee Cohen
Director ,



Centlemen:

tit

v't

BETHLEHEM CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
700 DELAWAREAVENUE

DELMAR NEW YORK

TELEPHONE 439;4921)
April 15, 1931

1buld you please add my name to your mailing list to
receive your publication, ::1ESSACt ON'OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION.

Thank you very much.

-62--

Sincerely,

\ /(\.

Jo Ann navies, Supervisor
Business & Marketing Education

65
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Educational Evaluation and Policy Analytis
May-June. volume Number 3. 1981

A 'Procedure to Link Evaluation and
Funding Decisions

Carol Kehr Tittle
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Marsha Green
and

Mara Zibrin
City University of New York

Davis nd Salasin (1975) have summa-
rized m ny of the issues in the use of

t-. evaltjati n results, including statements by
evaluato that their findings are not used
an tho by administrators that evalua-
tio findings are not available when deci-

'si fis have to be made. Although there i,s
much discussion of the need,to relate eval-
uation and decision making, there have
been few efforts to specify the manner in
which this might occur.

Edwards, Guttentag, and Snapper (1975)
proposed and applied a method called
multiattribute utility measurement to as-
sist the Office of Child Development in
definitig the major dimensions of impor-'
tance iln developing priorities for funding
research projects. The multiattribute util-
ity measurement method is one of a set of
methods classified as decisicin aids by
Slovic, Fischoff, and Lichtenstein (1977),
as opposed to formal behavioral decision
theory models. One framework for the

The research reported herein was supported under
VEA Grant No. 78-3A-540 of the Division of Occu
pational Educatioo. Supervision of the New York
State Education Department to the Institute for Re-
search and Development in Occupational Education
of the Center for Advanced Study in Education of
the Graduate Center of the City University of New
York.

present study is provided by the proce-
dures used to aid decisions,

A second framework is the problem of
defining "impact" for the diverse set of
programs funded under the basic g nts
given in the Vocational Education Act of,
1976 (VEA). Bernstein and Freeman (1975)
define impact evaluation as movement or
change toward the desired objectives of a
project, that is, prespecified, operationally
defined goals and criteria of success. In
the current work, these definition's are es-
tablished externally to the individual proj-
ects. Projects will have varying goals and
any one project may not meet all the prior-
ities of the funding program. By operation-
ally defining the set of variables that de-
fine "high impact," developing a scale or
distribution of these variables, and sum-
ming scale values for each grant applica-
tioh or funtted projett, individual projects
can be evaluated as "high" or "low" impact
projects.

A related study has been conducted by
Ory, Harris, Dueitt, and Clark (1978). They
developed and field tested a vocational
education evaluation model for programs
at the community college level, based on
subjectively and objectivelrderived data.
Weights for six"criteria were derived froin
paired comparison ratings by state and
local educators, legislators, college

43
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CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
131 WEST BROAD STREgT

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14608

EDGAR J. HOLLWEDEL
Supervising Director
Career, Occupational d
Continuing Education

Dr. Lee Cohen, Director
Institute for Research and
Develotment in Occupational
Education

t CASE Institute - CONY
36 West 42nd Street 14th Floor
New York, New Yoik 10036

Dear Dr. Cohen:

_p

\ t,

September 19, 1980

(

On behalf of the Large Five City Directors of Occupaticihal
Education, please accept my thanks for hosting our meeting,in
Syracuse,'New York earlier this month. As always, you do a,fine
job of making the arrangements and following through to seA that
all is taken care of.

We do appreciate r willingness tolwork with us in examin7
ing the problems of,th large fiVe urban centers. In addition,

we appreciate CASE Institute's interest in looking at 'these problems
and sharing the results of your findings with xis.

Again, many thanks for your assistance. I am lookg forward
to seeing you in December.

EJH:nj

cc: RiVert Eritzinger
Herbert Herbst
Hans Lang
deorge Quarles

. Dale Post

tincerely,

Edga J. H

68

lwedel

r
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tk.BOARIY OF COOPER/1TR 14, ICNTIONAL'SERVICES'
0/ \."-ktic.-0('\/Serums

ib

local

Sthont
IVIS.ON OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

July 13, 1981

is

Mr.
,

Fdgar J. Hpllwedel
Supervising Director
Career, Occupational and
Continuing Education

City School District
131 West Broad Street
Rochester,'New York

o
14608

DeardEd,

In response to your lVter of June 22, please be adviseethat I wish
to go on record as supporting any efforts which are aimed at providing
opportunities for the directors of the large five cities and,from the
urban area BOCES to meet with one another. Stich meetings,can only be
beneficial. They -Oould provide a forum fin those of us involved Will .

the leadership of the larger occupational programs, to share
.Lion with one another. The fact that some of us work in entities
known as cities and others in suburban BOCES organizations ghouid not
serve to divide us.

I trust that you will convey, these feelings to Dale Post and Lee Cohen"o
Best personal regards.

t
°

1 .

Very truly yours,

Frank J. Wolff
Assistant Superintendent

4 .

Salisbury Center-9 Valehtinvs Road and The Plain Road, estbury, New York 11590 516-997;8700

0

-68-

S

RECEIVED
DEPARTMENT OF CAREER. OCCUPATIONAL

AND CON11NOINC EDUCATION

JUL 1(3 198)

CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

ROCHESTER, KW YORK

69
1%

I
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;'NOTES

of

i.

OP

LARGE FIVE DIRECTORS OF .r

OCCUPATIAAL EDUCATION
I

0

t

PROFESS I ONAL,DWIELOPME

IN

MANAGEMEN-T AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

VidRkS4-10P

Sheraton City Squire

thew York, N.Y.

December,48-20, 1980

a'

Institute for Research and Development
in Occupational Education

and
Yonkers City School DistriAt

70:
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

WORKSHOP

SESSION I DeceMber 18, 1980 SESSION II - December 19, 1980- Town Suite

1:00 p.m\ Check-in and Registration

3:30 p.m. WELCOME ,

Lee Cohen

4:30 p.m. ' ORIENTATION and AGENDA APPROVAL
t Herbert Herbst

6:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7 I_

SEMINAR ON FLUIDICS IN INSTITUTIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS
Jack Grimes

INTRODUCTION TO N.Y.C.
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

MANAGEMENT - PRIORITY DEVELOPMENT
FOR VEA FUNDS
Dale Post

MANAGEMENT.- SUPERVISION OF
EVALUATION
Ed Hollwedel

'11:00 a.m. PUBLIC REL-AtIONS FOR OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION
Lee Cohen

SESSION III

2:00 p.m. VEA ALLOCATION UPDATE

4:00 p.m.

6:00 p:m.

Bob Fritiinger

0
N.

CRACKER BARREL SESSION - UPDATE ON
FUTURING and CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Dale Post

DEMONSTRATION-HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Jack Grimes

SESSION IV December 20, 1980- Town Suite

9:00,a:m. SUMMARY AND "I 'THINK I HEARD
YOU SAY..."

12:00 p.m. LUNCH and ADJOURNMENT



LARGE FIVE CITIES ANDURBAN DIRECTORS OF-
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

in cooperation with the

CUNY INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
IN. OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

CRISIS AND CREATIVITY:

A WORKSHOP IN

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION MANAGEMENT TRANITIONS_

are

4

Ramada Ind
Buffalo, New York
June 16-17, 1981

Joint Sponsor:.

BUFFALO4ITY SCHOOL DISTRICT



CRISIS& CREATIVITY: A WORKSHOP IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION MANAGEMENT TRANSITIONS

sEssly I JUNE 16, 1981

4:30 P.M. CHECK-IN AND REGISTRATION

5:30 I.1j.

6:30 P.M.

7:30 P.M.

74

RAMADA INN
(CHARTER HOUSE)

BUFFALO, NEW YORK

S INAR ON FLUIDICS IN INSTITU-

ONAL ENVIRONMENTS II
Joseph De Stephano

`DINNER

WELCOME

Eugene Reveille, Superintendent
Buffalo City School District

KEYNOTE-ADDRESS
Gerald-t. Freeborne
Asst. Commissioner for Occupational

and Continuing Education

a

SESSION II JUNE 17, 1981

8:30 A.M. ORIENTATION & AGENDA APPROVAL
Ed Hollweciel

9 :30 A.M.

:15 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

12:00 Noon

1:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING RESOURCES
Don Burnham

OVERVIEW OF BUDGET EFFECTS ON
STATE PROGRAMS: MANAGEMENT OF
PRIORITIES & COMMITMENTS

Dale Post

FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF OCCUPATIONAL
, .

_EDUCATION_STUDENTS r -- ----- - --

A PANEL DISCUSSION .

George Qudrles, Chair
Vera Hahnenberg, HoWard Friedman,

Samuel Pinero

RECENT RESEARCH 6 DEVELOPMENT
FINDINGS, AND THEIR APPLICATION

Lee Cohen

LUNCH

DIRECTOR'S TOOLBOX
Lee Cohen

SUMMARY & ADJOURNMENT



BOARD OF COOPERATIVE DUCATIONAl_ SERVICES

1---"

SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT SUFFOLK COUNTY, NEW YORK

0 , 3
201 Sunrise Highsivey, Patchogue,New York 11772

JAMErHINES, EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Associate Superintendent
Bruce I. RIcnor

Assistant Superintendent
John F. McGowan

June 30, 1981

Mr. Edgar J. Hollwedel,
Chairperson
Large.Five City Directors of
Occupational Education._
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
131 West Broad Street
Rochester,4Mw York 14608

Dear Ed,-
ir

(5161'289-2200

Directors
Reginald Feltham
Donna Keirsbilck
Jarruss Raleigh

I enjoyed participating'in the recent Large Five Cities/
Urban BOCES Directors meeting in Buffalo. I feel regularly
scheduled meetings of this type are beneficial to all of us.

( _

I would like to recommend at future meetings there be a
section devoted to new Programs developed either in the cities
or at the BOCES which would include information on the planning,
implementation and evaluation of these programs. As you ell
know, much time can be saved by many of us in implementing new
programs if we can avoid some of the pitfalls others have had
to "wade through."

If I can be of any assistance to you, please Contact me.

DHK/cm
cc: Mr. Lee Cohen

Sincerely,

Donna H. Keirsbilck,,
Director of Occupational Education

.
41
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OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION CORES

The Committee revised prior
discussions of the areas or competence
and knowledege in the Occupational
Education and Health Education cores.
The geneal catagories endorsed are
displayed below in order of priority. A
"1" suggests that mastery of that
catagory was considered vital. A "2"
Suggests that mastery of that category
was important. A rating of "3" indicates
that -mastery of that category should
occur if time permitted.

The table gives the priorities the
Committee assigned to the major

categories. Judgements regarding
priorities were made in terms of the
program structure described earlier.
That is, priorities were assigned to the
areas of competence and knowledge in
the dccupational Education Core, the
Health Occupations Education Core, or;
in the more technical competencies.
The categories shown in the table below
were broken down into more specific
recommendations, and a set of detailed
technical competency clusters was also
endorsed.

GENERAL AREAS WHERE STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE COMPETENCE

HOEOE'

fa. Introduction to Careers in Vocational Education 1 2

lb. Employability Skills
1 1

2. Communication Skills -- Written/Verbal
1

3. Interpersonal Skills.

4. Organization: Management of Self

1 1

2
fork

l

5. Ethics
3 1

6. Stress
2 2

7. Human Development and Sexuality 2 1

.
°Safety8.

1 1

9. . Applied Life and Physical Sciences X 1

10. Career Development: Contemporary Health Careers X 1

11. 'Costs
X 2

0E,.. Al udents in Occupational EducationHOE wA1 dents in.Health'Occupations Education
Te al level programs in Health Occupations Education

TECH

X

.1

1.

1

1

75
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SIGGRAPH '79
Sixth Annual Conference on Compute, Gaf ic.; and Inferno TuOniques August 6 10 1979 in Chicagoat the Hyatt Regency O'Hafe Sponsored ACM:SIGGR oColly Sr:)onsorea by lhe Uniyei,fy of luinvsat Chicago Circle ono Argonne Nof,cncre Laborafon, telephone .312) 996 4315

4
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July 11, 1980

Dr. Lee Cohen and Ms. Shirley Munoz
Centet for advanced Study in EduAtion
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Educations
33 West42 Street
Ndw York,:NY 10036

Dear Dr. Cohen and Ms. MunOz,

; 0Greetings from Chicago! The response to THE STATE OF TWO-WAY has been
very gratifying. We showed the collected samples of two-way televisiontok packed house which included not only an excellent representation
fr m the video and computer graphics community but many people from thecommunica ions industry and local organizations, educators and artists.

I have en thanked by numerous people who felt that the presentation \,
was important; they greatly valued the overview that geeing/heating
samples of existing two-way TV has given them. I am pleased to_feel that
the value of this notion has been borne out. Thank you for sharing
your material -on Communicastingiwith'

I intend to continue updating THE STATE OF TWO-WAY as an ongoing resource.We have barely begun to interact with each other via two-way
television...as evidenced by my use of this letter-wtiting device.

For this first STATE OF TWO-WAY f showed samples of Satellite Tele-
conferencing, Amateur Televigion (air-to-air included), Communicasting,
'Teletext, Computer Graphic Conferencing, and several interactive
Cable TV examples from the O.S. and HI-OVIS from Japan. In addition, I
included samples from experiments into the perceptual aspect -of two -
way TV as have been conducted by us and our friends: TWO-WAY EVENTS
(two-way videofaudio & video synthesis); THISIS A TEST,, a prototype
interactive computer/TV event; PROGRAM #9, our re- presentation of AmatdurTV

I enclose the videotape that you generously sent to me. f am lookingforward to hearing more about Communicasting as it develops.

OOD LUCK ELECTRONICALLY' VISUALIZING YOUR 'FUTURES!

Jane Veedr

[WO

----11* Geo..10 1A4.1,gt (atttlans 1,04.11 Hatt Couatnotton ono Stunly .. Iroos.JA0 ,,
...1 I 5 ,,, 5 5..^,,

I.:, ... ... .
-

ptRtonc

W CO
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DO YOU KNOW WHAT TWO AY TELEVISION
LOOKS.AND SOUN LIKE?

DO,YOU KNOW WHO USING
TWO-WAY TELEVISION. A D. WHY?

The EciPidly gxpanding tiplecommOnic ions environment
,,offers.us services that are increasin y interactive.

LaCA/makers and regulatory agencies s amble to keep
up'asChndlogicbil options open to in ustry and users
grow. Ind"duals build their own televisi nary systems to

beco players rather than spectators. Print media
a uric! with;articles qnd blurbs about new

teleco nication capabilities, but what do thes
capabilities "feel" like?

4

1.

THE STATE q1AIWO-WAY is our investigation
into existing -way systems and situations.

-4
Come se6ond hear our report:

A showing of videotape samplqs which we think are
informative.

THE STATE OF TWG7WAY

4

Friday, Jurie 27, 7:30prn
Interpreted for the deaf (fZSVP 665-1787)

CHICAGO EDITIW CENTER
11 EAST HUBBARQ 5 FL

CHICAGO ,

presented by the ELECTRONIC VISUALIZATION CENTER
produced by Jane Veeder
computer graphic by Phil 1elrton

sponsored by the CHICAGO EDITING CENTER*

0

4.
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eagle Bend News Vol. 89, Number 48 Thur°sday, January 1931

j) rig 'day fer the'smallest.

.,,s etIon illt
by Baia SilbarnageIi

,
Thiamilattelevisinn sta. a

ticesin thelTnited &Miss
UI111 Channel 45

411 iwZagle Bend, the Tiesult of
+T the dreams, inspirations and'

aril"! of a handful of was
*ofilcially d ed on Thurt

day, & All those mean
struggled to make it a

reality was. oahind to applaud
the succeis of this milestone
is communications.. -

-

ti

,
'Ed Brous _

. 'IA

4

For Ed Piller, introduced'
as the grandfather of Commu-

ruciuting, this was a proud
moment in the fulfillment of
a dream he-has had for 23

A electronics engineer, he
hn first cryital radio

from household hardware at
the age of 14. At 16 he acquir-

amateur radio license.
e began dreaming of commuii-

wasting when his amateur 2-
way radio club wanted two-

t way visual to unlirove educa-
uon and communications.

When the word was put out
"Eagle Bend were the only
people in the country who
came forward to experiment.
Pills expressed his concern
that the public airwaves
would be inundated with
commercial TV and the air-
waves would be lost for two-
way educational use. He ap- 4
pealed to the educatioital com-
munities to unite and make
.their feelings knoll to the
FCC.

7

rhyLee Cohen

Dr. Lee Cohen, director of
research at the Case Institute.
New ArleCify said' he felt IT" '`1
humble and proud of 4:fiat
Eagle Bend had accomplished.
He said he was jealous because'
Eagle Bend had accomplished
what he uld not back home.
Edu n lutist avail itself to
the new techniques to keep

Keith Larson

Keith Larson, a chief engin-
eer for the Federal Communi-
cations Commission and a
Mlhnesota native, galled the
dedication a great day for ru-
ral America. He referred to

the three schools as pioneers
in education and TV broad.
casting. Larke's aallegues
in Washington dqubted that
the commurucaning concept
could go-as far as it did in
Eagle Bend and he commend-
ed Richard Lundgren, Eagle [
Bend High School principal,
for his accomplishmInt in
acquiring the FCC liense.
The Eagle Bend station is a
working model for the FCC
to write new rules that are
as significant as the rules of'
communications that were
written for TV in the 1940's.

Rolland Klitzke, German
....iuswuctiar from Eagle Bend,

who is seen daily on Channel ,

pace. "ti believe in this. This
is the most powerful tool
there

)11 _

45 said "we have proven the
system works." It works with
teaching foreign language."If
time we use TV rather than
being used by TV."

3'
ea

-Mr. B1-1celield, Maas Cons- :
munications instructor frets:1'3'
the Bertha-Hewitt school ea*
"we itre,oa the threshhold at.
a trend foe education of the.
130's. lie looks forward to the
time when a TV station like ti
ours will be linked up wi*.
satellite TV cominimicaulins 1
throughout the world. I

The final introductionof the l,
day was that of Mr. Richard
Lundgren, the driving force
behinechannel 45. In his in= .1

troduction WillJamm SuPerl.
intendene said "such dedicationI

have neves seen in a person
in my life." Lundgren was rev ..

,ceived yely-randisag ovation A
by tgshL ..-4,-,5.1t

Luftdcfiptageeacrtoossuani-
. casting as coent,ility, schOol
crudity and student dirt $e.
pleilgeidto the Di. Co-
hen, and Ed Piller that "this
will be the best system for
others to follow."

The entire dedication pro?_
gram was broadcast live by
student technicians, with re-
mote broadcasts from Bertha-
Hewitt and Clarissa.

In a workshop that followed
the dedication ceremony, edut
cators were taken through
the process of getting a license
and setting up i TV station.
Washington based attorney,
Howard Braun and Russell
Balch discussed the potential
uses of the community TV
statian. The license requires
community as wellis school
use, and the station can be ex-
panded to be the cities own

little TV station. Eagle Bend
base 1 year experimental
license which is renewable
each year. The FCC has a -
freeze on experimental licenses
atthis time; A representative
from Parkers Prairie asked what
the cost would be for them to
participate in the Eagle Bend

iv program. He was told that if
would take an equipment in!.
vestment of $20-325,000 and
legal fees of 512-313.00. Edo-
eaten-3 internied in develoing
a TV station wercencouraged
to investigate thqedeeds, and
develop. a system similar to
Eagle Bend's.
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unicisting -dedi ion; to7.4e held January 8 Hevi.titt

Police

84

t

Mr. Richard Landgraw.Communicasting Dtrectotclind tewhet 1 andstanb checked monitoring e'sitripment in the new
steno dell led to lase UHF Channel IS In Eagle Beni! Deditatkneeremonies EM the nydem will he held In the
belt Baud Aeditoduat at 2.00 p m an Thaulay, lantety

The Dedkatiomonenponles
it the Salk Read. Seiko.'
Hewitt and grim commoml.
coating telmbion *atlas UV
43 all be broadcast Ste at
4:00 p.al as Tlredayjat.
aryl, 11111. Tie pobbc la in-
vited to attend the (cabbies
which will offIclalay dedicate
the revolotierwry new concept,

connattalcatbm..

Cemmtnicarting. the two
MIT television riotous where
theyiewer and the broadcaster
can communicate with each
other. la a unique new dewlap-

.. r meat In the telt-Arica industry.
and the Falk lend. Bertha-
/en/in and Cimino Ma. are
the Met low power-TV asthma

crush' the( roc"m"dttbeY fcaltke
b an experiment in MI edwa

bfa

The dedication ceremony
win be highlighted with the
presence of moth distinguished
dignitaries as fh Fd Filler and

Dr. Let Cohen. inventors and
develepen of the 2 way tee.
*Ion system. Howard Raven
tad Russell Balch. attorneys
who worked with the ?It to
make iontairni the F.agir lend
TV nation possible, and Keith
Larson, Chief Fngmeer of
tin FCC. Local participants
in the ceremony will include fryl
Von Veneta. deputy rrnar.".
Iona Ef education, and many
other profewionalo in Vte edu
cation field

11.44i

Assaulted

by Tom Allen

line to role. r 01 f nri. Mike
Schw Inlet Cat Allaohr4 Park
Statufas Istorrnesit whole
to break upA f hi nustnle
ken a Gorier 11.. Sih... ant el
amakiren 1. li..lna alenlortel

flustufal Int ..car. eat was
telratert

Rester liennagw. 11'4.111.
wit chogel huh Mt..lent
cnnduct and ...uniting a win,
officer an IM Int 'dent Ile
pleaded Itth r in both Wet
alonfla, And wiliTIP
!tenter,/ et( fnlar.. in A pre
entente inv. tlitalnin

Si ho inert Ifirakinic
lip id, riot 1:Klal I inlay mn
raw in (trent 1,1 the bat A win
an, at the 1,./
dug frfc one nl ihr (malls Ile
NA sq. A f Ott
manna STI11111hi S..,. lay

The lite broadcast of the
crremeny from the FanteAtml
School audnor torn include
presentation on the concept
of cornmisnicaning m educe
tion and the hopes for the
future The dedication ceremony
half win W followed with a
S hots work shop in which edc
cstora and the public will le
chic to alb a panel of attorneys
and developer, quenions
about the development of
COninItiniCISI 1,4 system in Ai
other schools i 4r,

Applications for energy assistance
A ppltratione for e

are amt inn
t win

ay anntanee funds fee low and tat...legate no wen, 1..41( .11ms indents
mule amiable firVitiling lit hit (.. eirnivinne ,o I,ceorn Lmats

energy medlarree funds ilantrat the week of la ,,, tat C 5 Intl the 1.11InnInt
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Tiny state TV
network creates
budding stars
by Ilm Formes
Staff Writer

Eagle Heed, Miss.
There may be another Howard Cos-
ell lurking out there in television
land

The 47yearold Oen named lar
vine Farrell, has spent of his
life 'letting It like It If to his cows at
milking time_ but ltd month he be-:

Co came a ,boos fide. sure 'mitt sports-
cuter His specially b wrestling
matches.

86

Farted alloys announcing Immense-
ly. but he learned the fine time be
man,Itte air that it Is may to be
cantroversial boring one of the
duller moment% he more or less Elat-
ed that the cheerleaders were easy
oa the eyes

Cosefl would have approved. but
someone Warren wool my who)
thought that the suggestloa was Map-
propriale. That led to as informal
beta oa comments and camera
shots of the cheerleaders, which
is a strong Indication that Farrell
'sal working for one of the TV Oa-
Wes that gives tor the Dallas Cowboy
cheerleaders or Charlie's Ansel*.

Indeed. Farrell to working for whit
to probably the world's manliest tele-
vision station, which comes to you
from beautlfol downtown Eagle
Iemd

Mars correct. Eagle Rend. Phan*
lion 3.17, In the heart of the MINIe3o
Is prairie about 20 miles south of
"Widen& la foci. the stone* to the
linchpin In what to probably the
world's smallest television network.

The network ',chides bertha. which
has a population of SU mid is 7 Via
up the road. sad Cimino*. popetation
SW sad S miles awn the road.

Is addition to being small, the att
track kettle only one of Its Mel In the

ttfalted Shari

State news
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At loft, Rick Host, a geography teacher, and Steve Beach.
nth grader, did tin natwarini first lire basketball tele-

cast. rinhind the Lomita was Kontos% rental's,. a 9th principal, monitnroe tovnint setinon% tho rani;n1;;;M.condor. At right. Rich Lundgren, Engtergend High School

8



4* ire ais -poneicnow
mvielty tgt. es Os clasertern for their stare

.

kris' Whale We ea attempt to
brig rage IlliireMe to ts feral ara Tay can see each other on monitors
M a l i e 0 4 0 # 1 4 t E l i t e a t I t i a ham pe and as hear each other. Teske stu-
tgg stineas. Sri It te en attempt to deals can sad do --; giggle aid
lava ifirdoladteleltil retell ark wrsper fist like (a say other clan.
communication I. rack the *au , bet It 1 wise to Inver the mike If:vias
way !batsman aro lationtsio new. specie te all the teacher en

.7014 NY.
But even more Importantligaithr.. ..
the stations may be a way 'Whelp Fragmenting' drill...which are W-
heat the problem of dateable enroll- great he a language dam are no
meats that ere foreleg seat schools problem. Xlitike csa drill one stu-
tovonsolidate or czetie. dent et* time at have everyone rev

. spoed3dgether.
About SISO.000 has beetled lab the
setwort to hopes that It via enable
school MOMS to "rare" teachers
and sot have to Mitigate such
counts as physics sad Reads de-
spite drop Is riders tale'
Ilene

*
The leg has already started be-

the Eagle Deed and bertha-
win districts. Rolled Ititt2ke
hea Cerro's to Midrib la both

schools.

88

At last time. Mittite and kin for
Eagle Bead Streets head for theta
studio. Mack Is la a portable clew
room. The two riders at the alga
school in Berths use a castrated

A

Larry lathetefield. the mow comer-
stadolls taiKbet I* Bertle-Hewitt,
Ms a similar cheat.

Metier didn't get Its tratemilltlag
tower Ws ear recently so its stu-
tters will have to welt uatll nest
tar to feta the two clear, and the
other TV comes- that are being

When the leathers sad Arrests ate
ea poem other students are rev
Wag the rumens rid Worths the
toatrate.ney are all siorreers and
wally are refugees from "dumb old
say halt." to quote Jon Eckel.
budding do:freaks termer.

Everyone involved with the system
Is a volunteer except the chief engi-
neer. who works pert-time, and an
administrative aide hired to help'
with the blizzard of paperwork that

Inerltsbn5 came with the system.

.Other schwa In the country have
two-way r# lookups, but Eagle Bend
has one feature that no one else has
Station KO2XCB berm out a signal
on the UHF band that can be pkked
up by anyone who has a television
set with UHF channels and a UHF
antenna. You also have to live within
about 30 miles of Eagle Bend to pick
up the lorpower near.

That gives the station the chance to
produce programs for the entire
community. Is fact the schools are
Wag le have to pad ways to do pro-
grams sheet community activities
they moat to keep their *ease.

The Federal ConummIcalloas Com-
mission (FCC) allowed K021(01 to
go on the isle led ha because the
cormshelon wants to see if there is s
role for "msavenrolcalther to torn
like Eagle Bead.

net mere the premium about lo-
cal people and events. Welch Is essi-

Eagle Bend
Costforeet trim Nile SW -

oppnctunitles in districts that have
declining enrottments

He had lInd two lobs shrink net from
under Igen In two small school dts-
lrlcb (trod and Slayton. Mina) and
he thought that telersInn might be
helpful. Someone itt ,thNstate Deport-
Mont of Educations Landren
the ankle hy *no n an ad-
rolaistritne et City Untrersity of New
York

Lundgren and Its tuipertntendeni.
11/111 lames. wound up In New York
Ity IntIong In Colleh. Then it was on

to tilashinsposi to Irk in members of
Rep Arlan Startgiandl staff and to
the FCC.

A lot of people were helpful: but
theft application to the MI was riv-
ing in the paperwork jungle until
somenne surxested hiving n k firm
that speetnlir" in dealing with the

ft .

About three months niter lunderen
found Howard Rraun ofFly. Shur
tout. Girosne, Jim hotkiral and
!Imam the Ft ( :11113A1111 id lb

rl P. od a" r, I on, 5. sr II
,eo e for as t ',torpid J. lion

.

er said than done. because there
aren't all thai many local events.
What's more, the city council and
school board In Eagle Bend aren't
too hot about having their meetings
televised. (Extensive news-media ex-
pore Isn't very Important to politi-
cians in towns were everybody
keens how many kids and dog ev-
eryone else bey)

Larry Brincefleld asked his "men
maim" clam to come up with Idea;
for program end got two suggestions

a community calendar of events
and a telecast of the towns' annuli
summer ferrets complete with pa-
rades.

There will be other Ideas, of course.
ilitildocumentarles that deal with lo-
cal bleary, a program Oil the Amish
community near Berths, a look at
the plant in Oarless that makes rat
pickers.

Another Ides that may be the most
popular of all Is the broadcestlag of
sports event. In other words. °tyre
(Casein Farrell and company. Or-
rates two eirelants ire his son. Rol-
land, and Ralph Kern. RtMend and
Kern were good wrestlers before
graduating from Eagle Bend High

about three years ago

For the handsome salary of SO 00
plus *clang to pay their own ex-
penses, the three men get to Inke a
portable camera and tape all of Ea-
gle Bend's wrestling matches. The
tapes are usually broadcast the next
day and sometimes are shown twice.

Orville tends to gel excited ("Oh, not
Our bnyts about to get pinned.") but
he also tries to be accurate In de-
scribing the action "If an Eagle
Bead wrestler makes a mistake or
Isn't working very lisni well ..
say he made a mistake or WY pork-
lag very tiara.

"A few people may think that talking
about intstekeit isn't the right idea.
but I sure do."

Third haven't been any official com-
plaints. except for the comment
about the cheerleaders. And Orville .

Is having so much fun that he Isn't
about to worry about lat.

Ills enthusiasm Is significant, be-
came the Witten will have to gener-
ate community enthusiasm and sup-
port If tt ts going to get a permanent
operating license from the federal

Money as been a problem. ton. but
Lundgren found enough trout private
foundations and within the state le-
pertinent of FAuanon. The btgest
chunk came from the state Ohmura
the money was actually federal

funds.

The %rest school dtstrkts put In
about $15100 of the S130.000 teat

b.Leti spent LundVen hag a

grant of nbout S44,004 far operating

effperkseS. but eventually the dtsM't
may have In cover those errs.

That has made some school board
members nervous, but Ltaidgren ls

orMaisUe that those costs will drop
signifleently once the system Is* run-

ningrannotry.

Of course, Making It run smoothly
with volunteer kelp may not be easy.

ILI *by worry about Mal now? Pa.
rfr Mod Is giddy Omit being AO In

flthe

nation Immix-Ming. and II Is an
dy about having promarris It has nest.

er NA WW1` rifle Rend hid never

seen Cecina. Street and other shows
front the Public Broadcasting Sys-

tem Thank." to a Duluth station.
some of those shows are available on

KO2X(8

Tharivretrome In an area where th
fecepliOn 14 so ensile that at the

Main Street rare thrill yeti you that

a Int of folks don't know 103 slant
P And tome don't rvep know

Iwo

I 4, v. .c 10
.

.0

#

government

At the Moment. Orville is probably
the biggest booster the Milton has
Two weeks ago, when the station was
dedicated., he was there early to
hedr all the spec. hes from the high-1
powered layers from Washington.
D C.. from the ra: shift member
and from Ed Piller and lee Cohen.
twn New Yorkers who were Instru-
mental In devellmIng the idea of
"communiensting."

Piller, an engineer, and (Then, an
educator, have been talking and
wrIlIng about the subject for seven
years. and one of their articles gave
Rich Lundgren- the Ides that Fagle
Bend could have a television station

Lundgren Is Eagle Bend's high
school principal Station KG2XCTI
bas also turned him Into n television
engineer, administrator, fund raiser,
purchasing agent and general Melo-
torn.

Lundgren didn't plan It that way In
pet, he didn't even have a plan four
years ago when he was looking for
Ideas on how to Improve education II

Eagle Read continued no Page ail
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Senators on the air in Todd County
by Ernie Sabernagel

"This is the way television
should be used, not the junk
v;re subjected to " Those

S p) II. Humphrey Ill to
the woids of Hubert

(

describe the commurtcasting
P/ system tn Eagle Bend
He wai in town with the
Senate Education Committee
to tee a demonstration of the
.3pabilities of the communt-
casting TV channel between
Eagk Rend. Clarissa and
Bertha Hewitt Senator Hump
harry along with Senator
:Hyman Wegener, chairman,
and 6 other senate educatton
committee member, were in
Lagk'llena last Friday to get
a first hand look at the two
way interactive FV system
that a being experimented
witn in the three schools

To give the Intisbtorr a
demonstration an teriprompt6
broadcait w-as sr/tetrad wits-
the Senate education comnun
tee Members on camera son
Eagle Fend. Earl Mathison,
Chock Margerum, and Larry
BrIncefield in Bertha. and
Herb Wolf and Don Boudotn
in Clarksta. The lqialators
and school personnel curled
on a conversation with each
ither much its they would
rat a telephone, but they
lso had ,the advantage of

seeing each other via the TV
monitors

The legislators were obidous
.ly impressed with the system.
and its potential for educa,

lion And communications. the
system was seen AS rasing
travel expense in holding joint
meetings. reducing transporta
bon costs, and improving the
educational opportunitict for
the general public Senator
Wegener said his "main inter
cat is adult education for fr.
mers," Thu system would en.
able one teacher to ("Ova a
30 mile radius for such educa
lion as health programs Weg.
ener said ther'sfarmcri Union
has listed 19 areas the farmers
need education

The communicasttngsystem
was explained to the Senators
by Will James and Richard
Lundgren the flexibility of
the system was emphasized
Students do not have to lose
school tune by being bused
to other schools, and a few
from each school can benefit
from a course

The Senators were presentee
materials requesting funding
to caperiment with the sy
stem locally, detirminIng the
feasidlity of a state-wide edu-
cational network, developing
a clearing house for educa
tonal TV materiala, and one
additional ter:Acetyl's site A

budget will be prepared and
submitted by Mr Lundgren.

Senator Wegener said he
'would ask the legislature to
promote the project. Will
James nointed.out that this
n experimental, and will re
quire time and money to ex
poiment "I his it lugger than
the resowees of the council
on quality education and the
local school districts Senator
Keith tangseth encouraged the
school to start requesting local
contribution, and waling ad
vertuing Becoming a self suf-
ficient TV station will depend
on 1hr community and its edu-
cation leaders The beat peo,
pie and the tune they are will-
ing to contribute wilt be aft
teal

Members of the Senate Eau
ration (4.rnmMee who visited
the f 'maw were Senator
Neil Deitrich, Senator Steve
',macron, Senator Darrell Pet
!TWA. Senator Anne Stokow
ski. Senator Kandy Peterson.
Senator Keith langieth.
Senator Hubert H Humphrey
III. and committee dia.-Man
Senator Mytton 0 Wegenc
They were accompar.161 by
6 staff members Sue Sattel.
assistant coordinator for the
Council an Quality Education
des also on hand, as were
school hoard members Dennis

Clentf,L
Budalin and

I

Members of the2geriate Education Committee disciissti Communicasting with Scuba-
Hewitt and.Claritss, lire via UHF Channel IS.

The Senators art (rigid to left) Senator Myrtons0 Wegener, churn= Senator Hubert
H. Humphrey 111, Senator Keith tantreth. Senator Neil Dirterich and Senatnr'Stew
Untipen risibk in the back row. ei

aslinlisallflikAllIk.

a.

The Well/441G* Hitch ITh4144)1.) .14.ei ereile Moniertio. WI, pee new 1.7 15) VA.. al Nembe. et
Nine Meek Pal Iles fel, GO teed. We 14444. bowl Om /owe Mfr at The. Sent
reatemsalUt Sea oe Ga p,5Ms PO The NC. NW keel UM $444. nne41. boor 77 ',I
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Jr. Lee Cohen

'raduate School and linive
of the City Universitv or

Center for Advanced Study in E
Institute for nesearch and 'e
33 ':.st 42m4

vork, 10730

BOARD OF EDUCATION
Beard Olficece

Linden MMd1, Chairman

Dennis JOhn11041, Vice Chair rgan

Dick Bow Clem
Dean Midland, Treasurer

EAGLE BEND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

')ear -r. 7:chen:

itv Center
York

.ucation

elopment in Occupational 7ducation

OcuudMrectors
Glenn Line. Danner
Dales Nordstrom. Dtrector
Wayne Aspengren, Director

EAGLE BEND. MINNESOTA WM
V

ADMINISTRATION
Wilbur E Jame., Superintendent
Richard Lundgren. High School Principal

Russell Martinson, Elementary Principal

pugm,44.2

nn )e.:.alf of the C.'onnusicasting Joint 'corers Board, the three school bolrds,
":th4son, "r. ol", and "r. Tames I wish to extend our thanks aia.77a-fltude

or ,,our willingness to make our Dedication Ceremony a fantastic success. It
was a treasured - :orient that we shall always cherish and never forget.

:o realize that the ceremon, altholfgh renresenting A significant acconnlisInent,
signicies the berinnipr of developing a system ':hick will acconnlish our ,oaln
and nrovide a nositive nodal or others to 'ollow. Zech day is 5illed with he-
goals and challenges! have pledged that we will accept these goals and
challenges and perhans that S whv each dal/ Station rettin hiarer
and :)etter.

Since the dedication have net with members of the State Legislature am' cis
feel that they are behind the nroiect. The State Department of Education lnewisehas acsuired more than a nassinc' interest in the project and other school iistrictshave expressed a desire to replicate the project using their o.,n nonies.

e all feel very blessed to have had your help in taking a dream and nakinr.it
work. ',le know that the dream was the hard part but we also ;,:now that ifor some
reason vou'had the faith in us to allow us o stand alone, and try to ro where no
Person has gone before. Than; you so much for that t)ust and 'aith:

Enclose are several newspapers containing articles concerning the project. Al-though c1e do not anticipate cortinued first pare coverage of the nroiect, we do
anticipate continued weekly coverage of the operation of the system.

Thank: You agai . You night say we all have proud gold tails because o' Your,willnrness be involved in this project.

sincerely,

ti't-41/7461A-*-±-
o chard Lundgren
wkt

0
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February,26
Subject To Change

II

IONDAV.
!US Bartylla's Fast Crude
Lena
.hicken Noodle Soup. cheese
lice, orange wedge, butter

d peanut butter sandwich,
ss plesauce, white and
hbco milk
CISDAY:
lam and the smelt on bun,
',neap* s et, green beans.
,utter voches. pear
suce, milk
EDNESDAY*
tarbecues, buttered peas.
.ackle slice, butter sandwich-
s jells w(frult. milk
FILRSDAY
hen (peel chicken, glazed
arrots, butter sandwiches,

w,friut v

BIDAY
Facoswilettuce & cheese.
.tewed tomatoes, butter
andslches, pudding, milk

A film on epilepsy can
make you mor knowledge-
able about a neurological

. .11 that strikes one in
:very 100 Americans.

Dairymen
. .

COOPERATIVE
0

.ure.

today.

;ay's" patronage
)t equities paid
. in the Bertha

ation contact

Dairymen
3242400

From
The
State
Senate

o

Iriburte
Senator

Myrton
Wegener

are already sharing a German.:.
Language anstruetor through
the television hook-up." Weg'::
ener said. "And, if service
can be expanded, it should
open new educational oppor-
tunities jo students an all the
schools served by the system.".

Among the programs ahead);
being implemented by the
Eagle Bend station are. Ger-
man Mass Cornmunicationsr:-
Adult Education: Career Edu

State Senator Myrton 0 serves Eagle Bend, Bertha. cation. Coaches Comer: the
Wegener today said low-power Clansaa and schools in the broadcasting of local athletic

surrounding districts.'television broadcasting. cen-
Wegener sand the station,

events; local concerts; Sesame

termg on local schools and Street; Electric Company:
community programs, "has sating on the UHF wave- Minnesota Laving History:
great potential to help our ed hand. not only brings addi Guthrie Outreach, and Bicycle

tional locaily.orsented programsucational system beat the Safety.

rugn to those communities. but en.cost%Leducation and "While this list is impressive,able' schools "to snare teach the poteatulffhe IE..WM of declining en
rollments."

Wegener's comments follow-
ed a recent Senate Education
Committee' tour (at Senator
Wegener's request) of the tele-
vision broadcast facilities at
Eagle Bend.

"The Eagle Bend School
District is now operating
what.has been billed as the
nation's smallest television
station." Wegener said "Basi-
cally, the primarily student
and volunteer-run operation

ers and Auld hasing to trans. stems almost limitless," Wet
port students or drop Classes ener said. "sot only can a .

in response to the Impact of wide range of electives lx-eof
tight budgets and declining
enrollmail

feted at reduced long-rarge
costs, but the system can pro 0

Wegener eapItifledth25 vide the special community.
,,rodents in schools served by oriented programming absent
the t.nv telmiston network from the major networks."

a nerghtn.rulg ;0°01 through tak.e.Clar4rloolls.

can stiend daises offered at athtetheitaEtemmieustBend

the use of a two.way television experiment." Wegener said.
hook ,.p..

for example. eagle Bend
"ind if it has true potential
to reduce long range educa-

and the Berthaiirwitt District -tion costs and provide true
cOmmurutN serwce. we should .

Long Weide Livestock

THIS WEEK'S MARKET RESULTS

WERE UNAVAILABLE

Used Machinery
Farmall 460 diesel

Farmall 460 gas

SMTA diesel

456 IHC Ccrn Planter

oozy 200 gal. Walsh Sprayer ,
new complete $995

Other New Walsh Sprayers in stock

Bertha Garage &
Tractor Rapair
4-
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examine the possibility of
prosiding the type of finan-
cial and technical aid neces-
sary to expand the program."

Wegener added that the
Coplmittee, which was im-
presSed with the -Eagle Bend
operation and its potential.
received a packet of detailed
information on the station
operations. as well as a num-
ber of legislative reoammen
dation: during thee visit.
Those recommendations in-
cluded.

additional Funding to,
enable Eagle Bend to examine
the full potential of the sr
stem.

the completion of a state
study to determine what
frequencies would be avail-
able for broadcast in Millne
5052. as well as haw the pro-
cam could be adopted
in2 state.

the implementation of a
statewide clearinghouse for
the acquisition and dissemoo-
lion of education materials
which could be used by
schoolfcommuruty-stations.

the establishment of a
second pilot station.

the examination of..poten-
ia/ methods to allow school/
community stations to tie in
with cable service T.

"I firmly believe that what
the Committee saw on its visit
to Eagle Bend more than jus-
tified the serious consideration
)f these recotsimendationa,"
11egener said 'In addition.
I would like to take this op.
portunity to congratulate all
those who have made the sta
ilen a success It If dearly-
a total project. done on local
suattataie. and which is workinj
to meet local needs."



The School

Journalism

Dr. Lee Cohen, Di.rector

THE NEW YORK SCHOOL OF PRINTING
439 Weet 49th Street.. New York. N. Y. 10019

PAT DEMI(); Principal
$AL A. PACIFICO, Coordinator

June 17, 1981 0

LUNY Institute for Research and Development
in Occupational Education

33 West 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036

Dear Dr. Cohen,
I understand from the -iliewsrre-tre-tt 'Tthat you may

have information regarding the FCC's new rulings
dealing with LPTY.

I teach two classes (shops) dealing with television-
journalism and would appreciate any inforMation that
you could send regarding the

applications-for'frequencie..sfor LPTV stations.
Thank you.

Tel. 245-5925 '

Yours

THaddeus_
teacher,

r

JAiwinski,
Television-ifournalism

-88-
94



Reporter
Translator & LPTV News and Affairs. SEPTEMBER 1981 VOL. 1 NUMBER 5

Further Notice:

Keeping Your Distance
i Interference is in the eye of the beholder. which is one

reason why standards for LPTV and translator interference
have not yet been adopted. Last month, the FCC issued its
long awaited Further Notice of Proposed Rulernaking on in-
terference standards. Public comments on the proposals
due October 13 with reply comments due November 1) will
help the Commission decide exactly what, the final
standards w I be Though the material is complicated, we
thought you like to take time to digest it. because whatever
the standards re, they will determine how many LPTV sta-
nons can be licensed in any one community

trvice and anThe Firther Notice addresses several issues; among them
are the erference potentials between a full service
LPTV station on the same 'channel ("co-channel" in-
terference). and the interference that might be caused to ad-
;acent channels as well as to those clutmels in the UHF
band affected by the characteristics often lumped together as
"UHF Tabbs" ,.

Until now, the more than 4000 conventional TV
translators operating all over the U.S. have been granted
licenses at the discretion of the FCC staff, which could easily
determine for rural communities where interference would
occur. (At VHF there were no standards. while at UHF the
full service TV standards applied. but were often waived.)
With so many translators providing so mach nonsinterfenng
TV serv:ce, it wouid not have been ,Pfachcal for the FCC to
.mpose upon them a new set of, standards based on arbitrary
mileage separations. practical experience has shown that
co-channel transiats can'be located only a few miles apart
if they are separated by a mountain or other irposing ter-
rain features-. However, the Further Notice seems to ignore
this reaiity by stating its proposals only in terms of predicted
signal strength as if the terrain were never obstructed.

Reaiizmg mileage separations won't work, the Commis-
sion has opted instead for definitions of interference based
On the relative signal strengths, expressed iFi decibels (dB),
that would be predicted to exist between stations. This is the
so called "D/U" ratio the ratio of desired to undesired
signal.

The most stnngent application of the D/U will be for LPTV,,..
stanons which are co-channel with full service stations. A- sta'n-
dard will be set that prescribes the maximum LPTV signal .
level at the edge of the predicted Grade3 coverage contour
of the full service station. The following example mighthelp
explain this concept:

(continud on page 3. col. 1) -89-

LPTV Takes Flight in
Eagle Bend

By Terrell Lamb,
= Eagle Bend, Minn.
RIDDLE. Why can high school German teacher, Herr Klit-
zke, throw an eraser at student Timmy in the Eagle Bend
classroom to wake him up, but not at student Sarah in the
Bertha-Hewitt school classroom? 1Nis",

ANSWER. Because Herr Klitzke's German class is taught uia
two-way television that brbadcasts on the Eagle Benci.Min-
nesota, experimental low power TV station KG2XCB

That's right. Bertha-Hewitt classroom is a small studio 7
miles away from the _agle Bend School. Sarah watches her
teacher on a monitor and her responses are picked up by a
camera. In Eagle Bend, Timmy and Herr Klitzke are taped
and watch Sarah on another two-way monitor. The students
in Eagle Bend, Bertha-Hewitt and 'neighboring community
Clarissa can interact back and forth as if they were in the
same classroom.

This innovative method of instruction is not magic, but
one of the few rea*Atrans ofie liCensed loW power television
station. The Befiha=1-iewitt and Clarissa classroomv are
tatellitei for the experimental low power TV station in Eagle
Bend, UHF Channel 45. The two-way telecasting Is called
communicasting and .has been around conceptually for
more than 20 years. Ifs the branithild of Lee Cohen and Ed
Piller, who fqr, years have been concerned that the public
airwaverwould be Innundated with commercial TV and the
atrwaves would be lost for 2-way educational use. For diem.
KG2XCB is the realization of a dream. So it is for Eagle
Bend School Superintendent. Will James.

'There weren't enough students in any of the three
schools to warrant a foreign language teacher." saysimes.
With communicasting we can serve three school districts
with one German teacher

Inside
Meet

- Richard Lu'ndgreni
- Eagle Bend.

Station Manager

95

(continUed on page 4, col. 1)
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. (continued trot; pa3
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RIt was back in e fall of 1978 that Ea end' ncipal.R hard Lundgren first got wind of th\is thIng call corn-

municasting. (See related story on page 5). About the metime, funds were made available through Title 4C
schools to come up `,Ivitholtemative teaching asethtekt,rural education. Lundgren'and Superintendent James were-

L

11-
.111a, -

Eagle Bend omnidirectional anteniia

Ntr

perceptive enough to know this was something that held a
..lot of potential for them.

"The next thing knew, we were on e airplane flying to
New 'York for an interview with Dr. Cohen," says James.
"Then we flew down to Washington, to the FCC. Pretty
soon we were intimately involved with setting up guidelines
for low pqwer TV. the first new broadcast service, conedered
by the FCC in' 20 years. It seems to have happened pretty

Channel 45's experimental license allows for ,unlimited
broadcast time in a 20 mile radius.°While other schools in
the country have 2-way TV hookups. Eagle Bend has one
feature no one else has. Station KG2XCB" beams' out a
signal op the UHF band that can be picked up by anyone
who has a TV set with UHF channels and a UHF antenna.
That gives'the station the chance to produce programi for
the whole commurfity, community largely underserved by
the mass media.

. .
In the heart of. Minnesota praneland, Eagle Bend, has

a population of about 550 people. The economy of the incor-
porated village is based almost exclusively on agriculture,
with dairy farming being the single largest income-producing
activity.

.. . Li<-

Life centers around the traditional family -farm.. In
terms of mass media, the is no other broadcast facility
licensed specifically to the community. Three radio signals
are received off-the-air from other towns, and Eagle Bend is
within the predicted Grade B contour of one television sta-
tion - KCMT. Alexandna - a network-affiliated VHF sta-
tion. There is no cable and the only local media is a weekly
newspaper. Three other television stations are somewhat
.receivable on,L4HF

,So far. abOut $200.000 has been put into three school
district network. 6i1 of the money has come from state and
federal gdvernment grants and pnvate foundations. Specific
sdlirces inch e:, Reader's Digest. Mardag 'Foundation,

4

le

.
Nt.

- . 1

\ ESEA Title IV-C, Minnesota Council for Qualify Education,
Minnelota Rural Development Council, Woodland Voce- o
tionaltenter, Northwest Area Foundation, ECSU-5, ,khe-.University of Georgia, Station WDSE-TV of Duluth. Slation
KdMT-TV of Alexandria, and Station KSTP;TV of Min-

2.-neapolis, Minnesota.
One recent addition to the funding coffers is a iiil passed--

by the Minnesota State Legislature this past sepioii provide
ing monies for the maintenance of the low power teleklsion
ofiansmission.project in. Independent School District NO
790. That's Eagle Bend! The state is interested in what low
power TV can do for its entire school system.

"As students and community members get trained, cometo feel at ease with the equipment, our programming will im-
prove. I can't waft for that to happen because right ndw, it's
lousy."

Community response is mixed. James says there's a coreof people who.support the station whole-heartedly. And he
says there's a lot of people who think the whole thing is atotal waste of time, money and energy.

"A lot of the negative feelings concern teachers. As yo,u
understand, they feel threatened that the station might
replace a number of teachers because now we can teach
three classes in three separate schools using -just oneteacher.

,.But James goes on to say it hasn't caused any drop in
personkl, and it won't. He repeats the original intent of thestation as to expand curriculum in areas where there just
aren't enough students enrolled.

What lies ahead or station KG2XCB, UHF Channel 45 is
not exactly clear betause of the freezes on both expenmen-tal and low power licenses at the FCC. Lundgren and James
were advised by'their legal counsel not to apply for a regular
low power license until the "dust settles at' the FCC."
One of the network-affiliates in Minneapolis has applied
for a translator in Wadena, just tO miles away. Lun-
dgren admits if that application is granted, Channel 45 willbe lookin4 for a new' frequency.

.. . ,

-90-

--iwo students anchor the news.

"W kne when we got into this, as an experimental sta-
tion, we were undertaking a great risk. We are secon-dary to just about everybody. But' it's that expenrnental
status that's given us the ability to go on the Air_ the first
place. We're a model and we want to go on that way. Wiadon't want to be involved in the fight."

96-
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THE STATE OF WISCONSIN DEPART-MENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

125 South Webster Street Box 7841 Madison, Wisconsin 53707

Dr. Lee Cohen

Herbert J. Grover, State Superintendent I B. Dean Bowles, Deputy StateSuperintendent

July 28, 1981

The Graduate School'& University Center,
of the City University, of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education

33 West 42nd Street
.34ev York, NY 10036

Dear Dr. .Cohen:

In 1978 you had communicated to our department information on the pos-

sibility of using loW-power television broadcasting for educational

"communicating." I am interested in learning how this idea has

progressed since then.

Would you please send me information on the status of "communicating"

as jt relates to the FCC and pilot projects?

Thank you fpr your assistance.

/. r . , .

,...

,,

... ,'''%

*. 'it. '`.-
., r,

..
A

, il. ' -

RW/ss

Sincerely,

/)ti

'Ralph Whiting, SuperVisor
Instructional Media & Techtology
Bureau of Instructional Media Programs
Division fOr Library Servicbs

(608) 266-3945 4,,

or.
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. 1111.117 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINEXTENSION

132 7 UNIVERSITY AVENUE P. O. BOX 2093 MADISON, \.A/IkONSIN 53701

BUREAU OF AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTION

t

Q

September 4,1981

Dr. Lee Cohen, Director '

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Institute for Research and Development in

Occupational Educatidn
'The Graduate School and University Center of

The City University of New York
New York, New York 10036

Dear Dr. Cohen;

Enclosed is the WISCONSIN LIBRARY BULLETIN for November/December, 1980.
Among the articles included is one about Communicasting. Your kind
assistance in helping me learn about this low power system has been

'I.

much appreciated.

TV delay in sending this copy to you is a result of two factors.
Fist, editorial/publishing changes occurred within The Wisconsin ,

Division of Library Services. As a result, the November/December
issue was not actually qff the press until July of 1981. Second,
have been involved.with'many,kojects, and hale not taken the time to
send this copy on to.yon. But, quickly or slowly, I wanted to share
the publication with you.

I have finished my doctoral studies and degree; am in the process of
finding full-time employment again. I also am developing a manuscript
about interactive television which includes information about Eagle,
Bend, Minnesota. I have talked with Richard Lundgren a time or tto this
summer. The interactive system in the Eagle Bend area is thriving; with
121/2 hours of pr'ogramMing on a daily basis now. I feel sure the service
has been beneficial for many people in that area.

Thank you for your information and cooperation in developing the Communi-
casting article. Your kindness helped cheer a rather frustrating period
in my life last summer.

Sincerely,

Maxine Jones,, /'

-92=
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 84

it'll e filing for channel, to which there is Ili)
pot). n he granted licenses ,non''

l'hanks.
1)r John I.,orshner. Dalton, ,

I CC has touporun4 postponed grunting construe
'mit, to uncontested LPTV applications abut have

wolf because of questions raised by new Commis
Dawson The Commission is supposed to take

1..u.' again at its meeting on Sept 22nd Watch fur
nc"., f it in bur next edition Ed

I _door ,

l7. v ord commurucasting14as used in RM-2846.a pets
tion bk. Lee Cohen and Edwin Piller to establish a service
uii ier that name The word is a combination of corn-
nit setting and broadcasting, and specifically refers to a
I , imitable of several originating stations operating inAcon-
; ,,it .r.131 mode through common omni-directional.
opt.) The protocol is derived from ham practice, Where
s t reil saations converse through a voice repeater, with one

7 transmitting at a ,time Under communtcasting, the
a t, a output channels would both be in the TV broad

c ; r.aLh rt o.)attr group would have to establish its
. ; rules. a, !tam repeaters do. and probably include

al t nr i to d,scour.,ge long-windedness Since the repeater°

would he on a regular tillf channel. the public would he
ably u, listi.n in on those sessions

Thew is no limit to the number of licenses that Could be
iut c1 t., %AC/di through ropeaters, Just as there is no need to
ration li«ms'ek, to talk through ham repeaters Usage and
allocation of time are handled within the private repeater
organilation I'm sure all this sounds chaotic by broadcasting
standards, but it works well in the amateur service in-
cluding ham TV repeaters

I suggest that a pair of channels should be allocated na-
tionwide to communicasting, so that all originating stations
could use the same frequency, and would therefore be con-e-
patihle with all repeaters That would, ensure total and ins-
tant portability of cameras, artd support the goal of letting
anyone wish a thousand bucks get on the air

Sincei ely.
John A Carroll. Bedford, MA

It does sound a bit comp/ex. but more importantly. we
believe L.P I V should be a seruice that can accomodate all\
the traditional modes of TV operation (advertiser-
supported subscription. etc ) as well as neu uses such as
"coniniuriausting': (see this month's article on Eagle send)
We doubt that reserving channels only for corranunicasting
is the most ef icient or equitable way to foster.the growth of
LPTV Ed

LPTV liteporter
P.O Box 1567
Wa shington . D.C. 20013 -

AMM
we

t

Dr, Lee Cohen,
Direcpor

City Universitylo
New

33 W. 42nd St,
New.York, NY 10036

-93- .
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International Directory
of Selected Research and
Teacher Training Instittitions
in the Field of Technical
and Vocational Ethication

First Draft (1980)

b

United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization
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education students; Teachers In Pre-
service training; Teachers in in-

, service training; Specialists In
retraining: Out of school youth;
Workers: Peasants /Farmers

SERVICES PROVIDED.: advisory services
.

Ir

SIMKATION SURVICS COMM.
Ott S C 2 0
ISSO N.E. Loop 410
San.Antonlop T;scas 7E200
USA

HEAD OP INSTITUTION: Dr. Dwain II.,Estes
YEAR OF CREATION: 1967
SIZE OF STAFF: 397
TYPE *olE INSTITUTION: Public non

governmental

4
NATIONAL LANGUAGE(S); English
IIIIELD(S) OF SPECIALIZATION' G

technical education
TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

Industrial; Commercial.: AgriculturAV
Moms economics: adult education:
special education; performance based
education; individualized instruction

INSTITUTIONAL .FUNCTIONS: Preparation of
.teaching /learning
Curriculum development; data

rprocteeing; educational's:leaping)
educational fianneing; vocational
guidanci; human resources development;

development; consultants;
individualised instruction

1RGET GROOMS): Students Ln memorial
° TeacberM in pre-service
training; Teachers 4n in-service
training

SERVICES PROVIDED: anquirY nervicee:
dkvisony serviced; laforention
:service's; teaching materials and
milfulpeent

REGION 20

4

OA, VSST LAIDORATORT -

Lass Folsom Street
Sian Francisco, California 94103
OSA

MIAD.OF INSTITUTION: Ms. Bela liandbhy
TTPR-OF INSTITUTION: Public non--

Snrernsentel
VATIONALILANOUAG SI: Engtlah
MILKS/ OF SP IALIZATION: G l

toehnIcal education
TIRIMECAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

industrial; Cemmerciel; Agricultural;
fine , economics; adult educAtion

INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONS: Freparatidn'ot'
Imiching/leareingtmateriale;
Currlcialum development; Technical
teacher !religion; Revelopoent of
4ecusentetion.servicee; RsenArch in
"IschlaS/tesirsImS.mothode and

t techniques: Evaluation; ediscatkpnal
planning: educatlonat development;
**national nanagiiment; educational
models; quality of education

TARGET GROUP(S):,Studente 1,11 g 1

!li

< education,; Secoodarly students: Higher
education students; Teachers In pre-

.
t--

a

infotmetIon services

INSTITVTS POO OSSIASC ASS 1161104NMESIIT IS
VCCIIPATIONAlt SSOICATION - I 4 D 0 R
City University of N.T.
33 V. 42nd Street Nee Rorke N.V. 10036
USA

BEAD OP INSTITUTION: Dr. Lee Cobol
TSAR OP CREATION: 1971
SIZE OP "STAFF: 50
TYPE OP INSTITUTION: Governmental
NATIONAL LANGUAGE'S): Saglish
FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S); French, Itrallieht

-German
VISCD(S) OF SPECIALIZATION:

technical education
TscnocAL AND VOCATIONAL ISECATION:

Ind trim; Commercial: nieleutturet:
Nome 'can/mice: lite-tong education;
educational personnel trelsleg

INSTITUTIONAL FINCTIONS:-Freparetien of
teaching /Learning nateriatst
'Curricula* development; Teebsicel
teacher training; Development et
documentation services: Research in
teaching/teeming methods and
'techniques: Evaluation; amdlevieual
(Lida: ceeperetIve eduCatleal special
education: voctienal guidance/
e ducation.sed employment

TARGET onour(s): Students is genirat
e ducation; Secondary students: Nigher
edspetion eta/lento; ?Sackers is pre-
service training; Teacher is in-
e ervicv training; SPecleileti is
retraining put of school youthl.
Porkers

SERVICES FROVIDEDseetings; enquiry
- services

NICSIOAN MATS UNITSRSITT - N S U
,East Lansing, Michigan 46824USA-

READ br, Ur. Cecil Mackey
flipit OF casitiom: tetiA
SIZE op 'STAPP( 3000
/IFS OP INSTITUTION: Oeveramentel
NATIONAL LAROUAOR(S): Sternlieb
FIRLD4SI OF SPECIALIZATION: Oenere

technic:et education
TECNRICAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

Industrial: Commercial.: Agriculturell,
lime* eemOslce

INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONS: Preparation of
teen/bins/taunts( materials:
Cerricatun developmenti-Technical
.teasherrtrelaing: Reseersh Is
teaching/teeming netlindi and
tachgtgase; Evaluation/

TASORT 4111011/45 /: Students in general
e damatiesi SeSandery tudent4 Sieber
edusatle students; Teachers in.pia-
e erviee tretring; Trackers in in-it .

wirwle !raising; Speciellote in
retraining; Out of :maims' youth

798-
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Mr. Steve Bomberger
The Door
618 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY noll

Dear Mr. Bomberger:

O171.,10f1 cM ( 111/. If MiAl I IMICA 1Off "011.1 OVISION
II, !MI AO Of (KC If PA I MITIAI. FITT.M.A I ION Plf0C.MAM SERVICES

5111 474 411001

.July 22, 1(186

This is in response to your letter of July 17, 1980. I believe the two

references that I will give you hate materials that are much more up to date

and are more relevant to New York City than materials I presently have.,The

New York City Board of Education operates what is known,as the Bronx Carder

Center. This center, aside from the service rendered, has an abundance of

materials which may be the kind you would desire. The contact person there

is:

Mrs.,Mary ()Akin
- . Bronx Career Center

*1021 East 178 Street

Bronx, NY 10460
Phone numb'er 2,12 328-1330

It also suggested that you contact Dr. Lee_Cohen. lit. ohen!s agency

has been involved'in computer assistance guidance Mid may have materials that

will be of assistance to the populations you serve. The address is:

Dr. Lee Cohen
Institute for Research and

Development (IRDOE)
City Uriversity of New York C

33 West 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036

Phone numbecC 212 221-38q5

I am sure that Mrs. Gaskin and Dr. Cohen will assist you in any way they

can. Thank you for your interestin the studen'tsof New York City.

Sincerely, 7

4 9/,/ ((; / '

WJB:lmp°
,'

Mrs. Gaskin
Dr. Cohen

CC)

1

-99-

William J. tOucireau

Supervisor
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Juan E. Vllcillo awe

Chairman

John Torres
triceChairman .

Anthony Gonzalez
2nd ViceChairman

Angie Cabrera
Secretary

Ruben Cardona
Treasurer

Ricardo Capete
Torn Cuevas
Rita.Di Martino
Joie A. Figueroa

. Mario Gonzalez
Georg* Rios
Hector Rodriguez
Luis Batista Salm
Magdalena Torres AF
Hector Vazquez a

a

Josoph Monserrat
Natibnal Director

`The enclosed information and applicatiofl forms'
are of vital importance to HispanicScholars and Academics
and to the institutions with Which they are affiliated.

Please be kind enough to circulate the information
and make such' individuals in your institution aware ofthis
Grantsmanship Workshop opportunity provided by the National
Endowment for the Humanities. .

Manuel A.eAlvarisdo
Deputy National Director

J
NATIONAL OFFICE

New York, New York
.

REGIONAL OFFICES

Bronx, New York*
1967 Tumbul1Avebt*
Bronx, New York 10473
1212/ 824-7312

San Juan, Puerto Rico
Citibank Tower
252 Ave. POCKS 1p Leon
P. O. Box 2076
Haw Rey.'P.R. 00919
(09) 754-8710

4.

a

Thank you for your interest and assistance.

Sinceiely
4

THE NATIONAL PUERTO R CAN'BUSINESS &

MARKETING" ASiiit

IN1SCAolal,r,

Joseph Monserrat,
ational Director

P.S. Kindly 'contact Julio Rodikguez or Max Gonzwlez
atfthe BMA Office (2140 883-1200 for further

..infoi-mation'and/or additioal applications.

e4p. 6,4v-

C Or"'

0/

-100-

7 FUNDED BY
ME1DA, US. Department of Commerce MBRC, US. Department of Trantportation
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Cable Addams: VI TRAIN

Your Reference:

Our Relvenc.: VITB 24/75 Vol 4 '

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE
Daze: 3 Dec 80

Dr Lee Cohel
Institute for Research and Development

in Occupational Education IRDOE
City University of N Y
33W 42ndStreet New York
NY 10036
USA

Dear Sir

Vocational & Industrie
Training Board
Vocational Drive
Singapore 0513

The Vocational and Industricil Training. Board is
in the process of setting pp a Resource Centre.

2 We are anxious in building up our collection'of
resource materials which would alpo include technical
reports, seminars, newsletters, handbooks, prospectuses,
calendars and other relevant publications pertaining to
vocational and technical education.

o

3 It would'be deeply appreciated if you could include
us in yonr,meiling listeto receive the publications ai'and
when it is published.

4

you.
We look forward to receibing the publications from

s .

Yours faithfully

n 1

r

RAZIA SULTANAS (KR,S)
library Officer
for Director of Vocational & Industrial Training

RS/gsh

-101
AO
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It la aliobetnac tan

AINisTERto it.)E EDUCACION 6th December, 1980, Manapua, Nicaragua.

Dr. LEE CCHEN,.
Director,
City University of New York,
Institute for Research and Development

oin Ccupational Education,
33 West 42nd Street,
New York,
New York 10066, U.S.A.-

Dear Director:
b.,

The Ministro of Education (MED) of the Govemment of National Reconstruction of Nicaragua is

at present reorganizing its Department of International 'Relations, the aim of the department being

to establish cordial and fruitful mutual relations with the principal educational institutions and re-

search centres abroad concerned with educational and social development.

ea

CRUZADA NACIONAL
DE ALFABETIZACION

hemes'Y nutriires
por la LlberaciOn de Nicaragui

We would like to develop our acqu'aintance with research and studies undertaken in the highly im-

portant area of vocational training, both technical and agricultural/ in which your institute has de-

veloped a special it . For this reason, we wish to request your land' and generous cooperation in fa`

cilitating our acc s to this information by sending us publications and materials which you have at

your disposal an by keeping us in touch with further developments.

We would also lice to make use of this opportunity to send greetings on behalf of our-yople, who

would like to establish friendly relations with all other countries, and to wish you a happy Christ-

mas and New Year.

We look forward to hearing from you,

cc

Asist. Elecut.
Ati/C; RG/agro.

Sincerely yours,

/
4Tt:rit

Executive , try a-r l ion

r"--5,-,11,si,c,,,

(c7 , ---- - %,

:".. ;' 1: \
o \ ,o ,:
, 0

-102- ti
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WESTFALISHE WILHELMS-UNIVESITAT MONSTER-
INSTITUT FQR ERZIEHUNGSWISSENSCHAFT

- Prof. Dr. Georg Hansen -

r Unteersitit Munster Instttut fstr Erelehunpwassetisrhart
44 Munster (Witti ) Bis010001 3 /

Lee Cohen,

Institute For Researah And Development

In Occupational Education

*33 West 42 ND St.

New York, N.Y. 10036 USA

4

44 MONSTER, DEN . 25.6-
EspINGH°F3
TEA. (0231) el 4203

42111
230

Although it has been a while since we were ±here, you will
probably remember our viiie to the United States in February and
Mareh of this year. We were in_Zpe United States to learn about
American approaches to the problems of ethnic minorities, youth
unemployment and declinin4-enrollment. One of the most impressive
aspects of our visit was the extreme,helpfulness of our American
colleagues, which made our research possible.

1981

4WD have recently completed the enclosed project report for the
VW-Found?tion. Despite possible.languageldifficulties, we thought
you might like to see the outcomof the study you helped 4s to
AD. The report relies very heavily on file many conversations iste had
with our American colleagues, the written material we were given,

as well as our wOn impressipns from,our visits. o various institution
in the educational field. Vor those who cannot read German, a short
English summery is included at the end of the report.

We hope you enjoy the report and would be very glad to hear comments
from you. Hopefully our institutions will remain in. contact. In the

meanwhile, we would like once again to expreft our very sincere

gratitude for yoUnhospi.tality and helpfulness. Should you ever
visit Dortmund or Winster, we. would be very glad to show you around

our institutes. /

Yours truly,

(Prof. Dr. G. Hansen)

10
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David L. Giveans, . lecturer - consultant
Advocating Non-Sexist learning, Environments and Men in Nurturing Roles

v

December 29, 1 -0

'he Fiim LibrPran
.

Center for Re search and neve lopnrnt In Oc cupat Jona' 'd

33 West 142nd, Street

New York, New'York 10036

Dear Colleague,

As editor of 2.11.1R1PUPING 'NEWS, copy enclosed and also as a

national advocate of men's liberation and men as nurtuAng persons, I
.am interested in seeing your film, "A Man's Place."

'

I shall be in New Iork during the month of February and
would. like to see the film at that time.

would like to know if this is posSible and would ap-
preciate hearing from you t.efore, I leave for New York onWanuary 28th.
I plan to llst the film in a new annotated filmography I am presently
developing focusing an men as nurturing persons

0

Thank you.

Cordially

David . Giveams

.11

415-861-0847 18Y, Caselli Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94114

-104-
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VJ CENTER. FOR TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION HOLON

AFFILIATED Wit TEL-AVIV UNIVERSITY I

CIty University of Npw York, N.Y.
Institute for Research and Development
'in Occupation4 Education
U.S.A.

Dear Sirs: I

;February. 11, 1981. .I

We wish to order tle folldwing publication:
.

"Sex differences in Cooperative Education: A Study of First-Time CooKrative
Education Students in Treditionarand Non-Traditional Occupations.

ERIC / ED 181 294

Kindly let us have youT 4proforma ihvoice for the above.

`We thnk you for 'your cooperation.

R

,j.

tru

h Haft ul

Head Librarian

"62 QOLOMB STREET, P. 0. B 305, HOLON, ISRAEL, TEL. (n) 85 11 81- 4

44

44
109
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New 'York State Co Hoge of Agriculture and Life Sciences
a Statutory College of the State University

1 ea Cornell University.
I

111,___J
Department of Education

.Stone Hall .
Ithaca, N. Y. 14853

Februarg412, 198]

Dr. Lee Coheq, DireCtor
Institute for Retearch & Development

in Occupational Education'
33 West 42nd Streit
New York, New York 10036

Deat Lee:

Cornell Institute for
Occupational Education
Telephone 607-256-6515

.

Thank you for bringing a sampling of IRDOE material's for display

at the Commissionerfe Conference. I'm returning the materials which

were left. Also enclosed are copies of requests for your publications

which were made on CIOE request forms.

We received many compliments on the
helping us make is successful.

ftp

VB/sma

. cc: J. 'Dunn

Enclosures

414

"RCU" display. Thanks for

Vernon Beuke, Ph.D.

Research Associate

0

-106- 1 -1 .0
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4iHE LAW OFFICES Or

WINDLE. TURLEY P. C.

WINDLE TURLEY- '
CGRTIFIED-PERSONAL INJURY YRIALS

JOHN HOWIE
SYLVIA M. DgMAREST
LARRY HAYES
L. L. McBEE, JR
,JAMES W. MILLS. 71
S. CRAIG SMITH
TERRY HYATT
RONALD KIRK

DAVID E JONES

O

' .

ONE CAMPBELL CENTRE
DALLAS. TEXAS

75206

N CENTRAL AT N. W. HWY.

February 16, 1981

Center foroAdyance Studies and
Education,

Graduate School aid University
Center,

City.University of New York
New York, New York

De'ar Sir:

(
0 firm h.a been retained to,represerit,Plaintiffs who

wer njueed by. a falling Swiss Sky Ride at the State Fair
of T xas. One of these Plaintiffs has become a quadriplegic
as 4 result ofthe accident.

2147691-4025

DANIEL D. DURFEY
INVESTIGATOR

Therefore, I am interested in'any publications or bro-
chUres.you have on'the subject pf designs and devices for
accessible single family housing '-ttitable fora quadriplegic
or parapngic individual.

Specifically, I would like a copy of the following pub:
lication:-

Sarrier Free Designs, AccessibiLy.fOrthe
%, Handicapped,' Publication No. 74-3, Sept. 1974

,.....

by Phyllis Tice and Julius Shaw ,

-.,.

....._
.

.

.

Any,Opktr pertinent information yoli-might have, in. the
form-of brteibresi,publications, or bibliographies would also
be helpful.

y
Please b4,111.is' these publications.

. . ,

;

.Thank you irery. h in ,advance for your assistance.

With kind regards,.

. 1

,LAW OFFICES OF WINDLE TURLEY, P.C.
k

Renee Pfromm
-107-Law Clerk.,
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
A private university in the public service

Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine
400 EAST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016

AREA 212 340 6048
CABLE ADDRESS: NYU MEDIC

March 10, 1981

Dr. Lee Cohen
Institute for Research & Development
in Occupational Education

CONY Graduate School
33 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

Dear Dr. Cohen:

t

I want to thank you for making available to me ttfe Motivation

Advance Process Audio-Visual tape'for my special placement
program.

As you know,my,program, funded by Youthwork, Inc. of the
U.S. Department of Labor, is concerned with year-round work
experience in the business sector for physically disabled .

high, school and college students. These students have been
benefiting from this special success, mottwation component with -'
in the program, add Pam most appreciatiVe.

am

I

Vii

Yours sincerely,

Rosalind R. Zuger
Director,
Placement & 46b Development

112



.
MIAMI-13A6E COMMUNITY cOLLEGE/North CartpuIs, 11380 N.W. 27 Avenue, Miarili, Florid6 33167

.

II!
CAMPUS PARK
REVITALIZATION PROJECT
(3051684-4525

. .

March 12, 1981

fIt. Lee Cohen, Director'

SUNY IRDOE,
33 West 42:AStreet
New York, NY 10036'.

- 'Dear Doctor Cohen:

11,

'Currently I am on a special project for'the North Campus of Miami-Dade
Community College in addition to my regular duties.

Basically the project consists of forming an association of area business
persons and residents to reverse theeconomic and social decline of the

community around...the-college. We are located in the area of the tecent

civil disordefs and they have had a marked effect, on an already declining

One of the itemswe are looking at is increased employment for area residents

and the means to insure their employability. One method we are using is to

investigate the needlor the types of Voccational'education current y offered

- by Local institutions in terms of job availabilitik

It is felt that-we need to have a plan of action to do such a stu y based on
reliable research such as your institute has already implemented

Our next general meeting is April 1, 1981' and we'wish'to make a report to

the memberShip at that time.

We do not haVe funds to reimburse you, but would nonetheless like to ask if

you would be in the Miami area sometime during the week of March 23, 1981 to I

discuss some of your methods and findings. Ityould also be a good oppor-
tunity:to "pick your brains" on some of the things the state of New York may

be doing in declining/depresitd areas.

Thank you in advance for any consideration or help you may give this request.

Sincerely,

0

'P

-109-
An Equal Access/Equal Opporturity Community College
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK
OFFICE OF OCCUPATIONAL AND CAREER EDUCATION,

110 LIVINGSTON STREET. BROOKLYN NEW YORK 1120;

GEORGE R QUARLES. CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR

PLANNING, EVALUATION,

AND RESEARCH

March 12, 1981

Dr. Lee Cohen
CASE/IRDO
CUNT Gra uate Center
33 West 42nd Street
New Yor City, N.Y.

- ,

Dear pr. Cohen:

c reer information as well as information on colleges and financial aid. The
nformation is stored on a computer at 110 Livingston Street and is accessed

/through telephone linked terminals in ten schools. We estimate that there were
'approximately 10,000 student users in the ten schools last year;' In Fall, 1981
we expect to offer MetroGuide in as additional.fourteen schoola.

.

We -mould appreciate your continued assistance in haping thenairection
of Tiettoadde as a member of its - Advisory Commission. The Commission will meet
on April 6, 1981 from 2:00 to 4:00' in the afternoon in Room 525 at 110 Livingston,
Street, Brooklyn: The pUrpose Of the meeting will be to review theeprOgress of
the program and to discuss issues and concerns with which we can use your help.

Please return the enclosed form indicating your willingness to serve on the
Commission and your availability for the April 6th meeting. .

I ldok forward to seeing you.

METROPOLITAN GUIDANCE 11.1FORMATIDN'SYeT,EN

DEBORAH E PERLMUTTER,'PROJECT DIRECTOR

12121 S96-6253

Much has,happened with the Metropolitan Guidance Information System since
our/last report to you and the rest of the Steering Committee.

MetroGuide is.now an established program offering uptodate New York City

DP:mb

Enclosure IfiC

cc: George R. Quarles

k

.48

Yours .truly,

Deborah E.. Perlmutter

:Proj t Directors

'Metro de
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FUTURING

o <
(T)3 0THE WORLD TOMORROW AND HOW IT

I

2cVI

-.0EFFECTS COUNSELING

0FRIDAY, JANUARY 23, 1981

9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.-

FUTURING

THE WORLD TOMO1AROW AND HOW IT
GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY

EFFECTS COUNSELING

CENTER
33 West liPld Street

New York, Itew York 10038
1rd'Floor Film Studio

K

11_5.4*.

. 4

..fr

4hd

ti

Sponsored by:

Association for Humanistic
E(ucation and Development (AHEAD)

Division of,HYSPGA 7 ,
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,
p N. FUTURING , C0N1ERENCE 'SCHEDULE

THE WORLD TOMORROW
1

) Graduate School and University
January 23, 1981, Cenier

,

,
33 West -42nd Street

Participantswiil gain knowledge .New York,,New York 10036and insight into the expectations' 3rd Floor Film Studio
pficOunseling in the World ofV

..

omorrow.
9:

.

.
9:00-30 a.m. Registration and,

Continental Break-We welcome all. members and non- fast 'members of AMEND- lo meet ,with us
and share our expectrations and 9:45-12 noon. Presentations'.

. concerns for the 80.'s. '

r.

Frederick R..,.. CONFERENCE COORDINATORS BrodzInski
Dean of Students,Prof; Daniel T. Burke

' Ramapo College,- x-President of AHEAD
New jersey w

x-1.6irector of Admissions'
m

/";; /Long Island University
Topic Futuring in. n' Brooklyn, New York_ 11201 Student Personnel m.

Services n *O._
74-Dr. Lee Cohen -

Institute
-

Director of the of
,t,

,

'Marion
.

Jones v
0,Research Development and .. -"Percival . -<
w

4
Occupational EdUcation

Workshop Coordinator W '
-..13

CO r- > CPWest 42nd Street
Career Counselor/ n 0 O. -1

-
MNew York, New York 10036 .,.

lecturer, Hunter o = 9 ',
0.10 - rt.

College/Secretary,. x- 0> o.

- - 0 3.Dr. A'nn A. Kaplan
N.Y. Chapter of ' .< 0 -3 >Assistant Director of Admissions , World Future Spciety

at
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COnforenke Description
Experiential learning progiams, which give students an
opportunity lb teit flassrocim learning in work situa-
tions, to eiplore career possibilities by direct participa-
tion, and to enhance their personal development
through service, are becoming increasingly popular

. both with students and with institutions throughout the
.iznat York metrop9litan area.

This Conference will provide.

a conceptual overview of experiential learning;
an exploration of the different perspectives on expe-
riential learning as repree'ented byfour national
organizations,
a series of work.Thops to strengtheg the skills and ,

`understanding of the participants.

14,

-*

Who Should Attend
t

Faculty and staff postsecondary institutions involved inthe development. operation or administrative responsi-
bility of experiential learning programs.

pirticianting
Organizations.
KSwIttN erwesluelims

-
Cooperative Education 'Association (CEA)
Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning

. (CAEL)
National Center for Service-Learning (NCSL)

Natiolial Sociely for Internshipsand Experiential Educa-
tion (NSIEE)

Most histitetiont
LaGuardia Comniunity College. CUNY
With Illopport throw
The Fund for the4fmprovement of Post Secondary
Education

19

.1

ti

.

O

N.

EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING

Quality
Growth

IntoVapon

At The CUNY Graduate Center
33 West 42nd Street, New York, New York

Friday. April 3. 1981 177

120



130- Registration and Coffee
Auchlorium, lower level

130- MI5 Isnot. Address:
'Converging Theories of Experiential Learning'
Dr Morns T Keeton. President of CAEL
(Fortner Provost. Antioch University)

MIS - II:IS Four PerspectiVes on Experiential Learning

Moderator:
Dr Sheila C Gordon -

LaGuardia Community College
Panelist.:
Ms. Lyn Bed. Director
NCSL. ACTION
Drs Maurice Hartley
Editor. Journal of Cooperative Education
Cock College, Rutgers University
Dr. Mee 0. Pagaito
Chairperson Emeritus. CAEL
!Sad College.
Mr. Timothy K Stanton
'Ace Pteetdomt, NS=

. Cornell University

II:IR- 12413 Waists*. (*waled In the demand
Evaluatlin and Iteescae-lc
Amassing Program Effectiveness
Ytforkshop Leader.
Ms. Barbara R Heller
Graduate Center, CUNY
Monitoring and Emilia:I* Student Learning:
Objectives. Faculty Bolen. Student Evaluation
Workshop Leader=
Mr. Timothy K. Stcmion
Dr Madeleine Holzer
Cornell University
Developing and Implementing a Program
Workshop Leader.
Ms Freyda Lazarus .
Montclair State College

11:15 - 12'.30 Developing Field Placement=
Marketing the Program.
Maintaining Placements
Workshop Leader:
Ms. Wanda Balton
C. W. Poet CenhriLong Island University

ts,

)
121

Expa6nding the Role of the
Cooperating Employer/Agency
Workshop Leader -
Dr Dorris Williams
LaGuardia Community College
A Model for Institutional Change
Workshop Leader.
DT Harry N. Heinemann
Program Consultant, The Second World

Conference on Cooperative Education
4aGuardta Community College (on leave)

12.30.1:45 Lunch': Faculty Dining Room wtth'Workshop
Particrpcmor on your min In the neighborhood

Workshops (repeat of morning prygltmn)

Obitervatioas of *the, Day. V.rrcp.up
Pamela rite. Editoein-Chiet
CAEL. Now Directions series
As* Vice Chancellor for Alternative and

Continuing Education, SUNY (on leave)

130 Wine and Cheese

Cetnch is not provided as par t of the registration
Me. (A listing of moderate resicrurcmts In the
area will be included in the registration packet.)

1:45 -3

A 3.3.30

PI log Corr mititimo
Julian Bairn.
Hunts:900ov .
Maria Di Paola
Urban Corps

Catherine Farrel`
Local Ccordingtor
LaGuardia Community College

Sheila C. Gordon
LaGuardia Community College
Madeleine Holzer
Cornell University

/an* Kendall
National Society frir

ti Inamehitre and
Ezpipientlal Educcition

Joseph Koon
York college

'Alice Komgold
Pace University
Alida Mserop
The College for

Human Serskve
Andrew Parker
Baruch College
Robert I_ Purcell
Boricua College
Sara Vidal .

Epricua College

Registristion Mater)als
The registration ler of $20 00310 00 for sr . wril include at
random° at three major presentations a 7. ,,, Wry kshops a col
lection of seven noted publication in the .-t I Maxpertantial learn
Mg refreshment...in the s,cvning and ihe «ernoon on alphahen
cal listing of all pro-registered mrtimpunts -Ind a general .nlormo
tion brochure on each of the four sponscnna organizations

Noto The student rc..veratton lee 310 CI' se's nor m, lu ie the
publications

Preregistration Form
Experiential Learning Workshop

NameandThle _ --4_ _ - _

Institution --
Street ________ .

City-

'!telephone
Area Code

State _ _ Zip Code

Please return by March 20th to:
Ms Janice Goldstein
Division of Cooperative Education
LaGuardia Community College
3I-10 Thomson Avenue
Long Island City, New York 11101
(212) 626-8526

Please make checks payable to CAEL

141

Space will be available for the display ,1. program materials
If you wish to display materials from y proprani
indicate here (Yes._ : No _ ), plan to arrive one
half hour early to set up your display

_ - -

122
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The Second World Conference on
C.00peraidie Education, SPOnsbnid by

Nordseastern University, will be held in
Bosh*, April 23 and 14,1961.

The pUrlX*11 Of the Conference is to formulate
workable and acceptable strategies for achieving
employment mobility and meting the human
resource needs of society.

The Conference will open with a global over.
view of the issues affecting the education, train.
Ing, and effiPlowrient of men and women around
the world. These presentations will be followed by
major concurrent sessions: focusing upon the
special concernrof industry, labor, advafilmant
and education. Small workshops will provide an
opportunity to review program designs and ini
PleneltiltiOn COMM:1M At Midpoint the con-
femme presentations be synthesized, and pro.
posab `made for developing strategies for coon
dinaung education and work. Concurrent sessions
and regional groups' will offer participants a
chance to organize appropriate implementation
designs for the regions involved.

Conference Goals

Participants will be presented the-educe
don and training strategies for increasing
employment mobility and meeting the human
resource needs of society.

Participants will have acquired the know'.
edge that the ideas they gain are based on
the thinking and experience of world leaders
represent:rye the constituencies most involved
in effecting social and economic change.
Croups frequently in adversary poSitions
will have created another communication link
in resolving mutual concerns
Another step will have been taken in'
develciping understanding among nations.

Registration for the Second World Conference on
Cooperative Education will be held on Wednes-
day, Apnl 22,1%1, and the conference sessions
will begin Thursday. April 23. ending Friday. April
24. 1961. The World Conference will follow the
annual meeting of the Cooperative Education
Association (CEA). the principal professional
society for cooperative education in North

g America. The NeWC0(116(5 Session of the CEA
Conference will be held on April 21. and the main

,CEA session on April 22 and 23.
Northeastern University will hold tours of °

historic sites in Boston throughout the week.
Other activities will also be available as part of a
spouse program.
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9 East 40 Street'
New Yea, N. Y.10016
Tel. (212) 532.5005

0

March 17,19C1

Or. Lee Cohen, Director
4stitute for Research and
velopment in Occupational Education

Graduate School and University. Center
City University of New York
33 West 42 Street
New York, N.Y. 0036

Dear Lee,

I am very pleased that you have-agreed to serve as a
consultant to the National Committee for Middle Ealt'Studies in connection with our project to develop an
occupational skills cents for the University of ."aga-zig in Egypt.

Or. Tolba Eweida, President of the University and Chair-'maeof the Education Committee of the Egyptian Parlia-
ment, has invited us to send a team of experts to Egypt
to-make the initial needs assessment for the project.
Accordingly, I hope you can arrange your schedule to he
away from New York from April 15 through April 25.
Or. David Bickimer of Pace University and Mr. Dale Mc-
Arthur of the New York City Bbad of Education are the
Other members of the-team.

Rita Leiltalt
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We believe that,an occupational
skills center will .be

of immense benefit to the people of Egypt and that our
project-will serve to'enhance friendship hetween our
two countries. In view of your experience in this

(0
.field, your partici tion will make a major contribu-
tion to the success of the project:

O

Cordially,

Seymour P. LachTan
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